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A MODEL OF PACIFIC RIM LOG AND LUMBER MARKETS:

STRUCTURE AND PROJECTIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

The past few decades have seen considerable growth of

forest products trade in the Pacific Rim, due to the rapid

development of Southeast Asian economies. The Japanese

economy in particular, has been consuming increasing

quantities of wood products at a time when its ability to

produce timber from its forests have been declining.

Increasing demand is also expected to be generated by other

developing economies, such as China, South Korea and India,

which have only very limited potential to increase domestic

production. This is likely to lead to greater demands for

imports from other producing countries.

The Soviet Far East, Canada, United States, Chile and

New Zealand are the main timber producing regions in the

Pacific Rim which have sufficient quantities available for

exports. Of these, New Zealand and Chile have the resources

to increase production over the next 10 to 20 years, the

Soviet Far East has a production potential that is as yet

unquantified, while Canada's harvests are increasingly

constrained by the economics of supply from its more distant



regions. The United States is both a large producer and

consumer of forest products, and it exports and imports

significant quantities from other Pacific Rim regions.

Government and industrial organizations require

strategic planning to ensure efficient and orderly

development of their forest and wood consuming industries.

This process generally requires information on their

domestic industry, imports and exports, and an assessment of

future trends. Economic models can facilitate this process

by providing logical and systematic structures of economic

behavior which can be adapted to reflect the activities of a

particular sector. Such models can help planners determine

impacts of various economic activities and policies,

particularly if cast in a framework suitable for simulation.

Simulation models have the advantage of being able to supply

information on the dynamic aspects of economic behavior, and

are therefore particularly appropriate for analyzing

activities that have long production processes.

Models of international trade are usually based on

economic and mathematical developments from the 1950's and

early 1960's. These advances provided the means for

simultaneously determining equilibrium quantities and prices

in competitive markets that are spatially separated by

transportation costs, and to estimate trade flows between

individual regions. In more recent years, advances have

2
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centered on applications, alternate market specifications

and use of more sophisticated algorithinS and computer

hardware. Developments in these areas progressed rapidly to

a stage where applications flOW are mainly constrained by the

availability of accurate data of economic and policy

variables.

1.1 RequirementS by New Zealand policy-makers

Expectations in New Zealand of growing demand for

timber in international markets have led to an increased

planting program of Radiata pine (Pinus radiata D. Don).

Within the next decade the availability of mature timber

will significantly exceed domestic requirements, with the

proportion of excess timber continuing to increase in the

early part of the next century. Little S known about the

ability of current markets to absorb these timber products,

or the timing and extent with which exports are likely to be

affected by supply changes from competing regions.

Information is also required on the effects of policy

and economic variables on production and prices. For

example, analyses of production strategies using existing

models of supply are based on exogeflOUSly determined timber

prices thus ignoring the interaction between supply levels

and price. This may lead to erroneous conclusions Ofl

impacts of various activities and bias the decision making
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process. Therefore there is a need for sectoral models that

determine prices endogenously. A greater understanding of

market processes is essential if investments in New

Zealand's resource are to provide a competitive return. The

behavior of log and lumber markets in particular need to be

better understood, as forests have been established and

tended largely in anticipation of strong future demand for

solid wood products.

1.2 Study Objectives

The overall study objective is to develop a computer

based model to help improve understanding of Pacific Rim log

and lumber markets, and facilitate analysis of relevant

policy and trade issues.

More specifically, this study aims to address some

specific information needs and issues. Currently little

quantitative information is available to New Zealand

producers on factors affecting demand for their timber

products. There also is uncertainty on the consequences of

past large scale afforestation programs in New Zealand and

Chile on log and lumber markets, as well as their impacts on

the future development of the New Zealand forest industry.

Policies and issues affected by exchange rates will become

increasingly important to the forest sector, as it develops

from one with a domestic orientation to an industry
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predominatelY concerned with exports. During periods of an

economic downturn in the United States' wood product

industry, New Zealand producers sometimes accuse North

American exporters of dumping in Australian and Japanese

markets. Policy makers therefore require the means to be

able to assess whether market prices reflect competitive

behavior, that is, their marginal costs of production.

There is therefore a need for models that generate the

necessary market prices based on simultaneous consideration

of demand and supply. This would allow planners to

quantitatively estimate the effects of policy and other

economic variables on production, consumption and trade. In

response to these demands, the objectives of this study are:

To develop a modeling framework which allows

simulation of production, consumption and trade flows

between regional timber markets and facilitates the

examination of relevant resource and policy issues.

Three key issues will be addressed, although there

are many others that could be examined, hence the

broader usefulness of the model. These are:

Consequences of past afforestatiOn programs in

New Zealand and Chile on log and lumber markets.

Effects of exchange rates on New Zealand markets



for Radiata pine.

iii) Impacts of a reduction in U.S. lumber demand on

Radiata pine markets.

1.3 Pacific Rim Timber Markets - Previous Studies

Given the importance of timber trade in the Pacific

Rim, it is perhaps surprising to find only few studies that

quantify aspects of forest products trade. In part this may

be due to the complex set of interactions between log and

lumber markets, and the large number of regions involved in

timber trade. Analyses based on only partially specified

systems are more likely to be biased and may lead to

erroneous conclusions on effects from changes in policy and

resource characteristics.

Models of production, consumption and trade in the

Pacific Rim have generally been at the one or two region

level, or have been incorporated as part of large scale

studies on global trends. Two large models are summarized

below, followed by a review of a number of more detailed

studies on specific areas and issues.

1.3.1. Quantitative Studies on World Production,

Consumption and Trade of Forest Products

6
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An important objective of global models is to explain

broad differences between production and consumption across

countries and regions. At this level, some of the important

factors influencing demand are considered to be population

and income levels. Future trends in world consumption are

thought to be mainly influenced by population and growth in

incomes, particularly in lesser developed regions.

practical considerations dictate the level of detail that

can be included in individual countries' supply and demand

schedules. Problems with data, particularly for

underdeveloped countries, generally constrain the ability to

fully exploit the more detailed and higher quality

information available from other regions.

Two important models of world production and

consumption of forest products exist; those used in

projections by the Food and Agricultural Organization of the

United Nations (FAQ, 1986) and the Global Trade model (GTM),

which was developed by the International Institute for

Applied Systems Analysis, (Dykstra and Kallio, 1987).

1.3.1.1 FAQ Projections of World Forest Product Consumption

The Food and Agricultural Organization of the United

Nations (FAQ) developed models of world supply and demand

for the major categories of forest products. Supply and
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demand were estimated using pooled cross sectional time

series analysis (by country and groups of countries).

Supply shifters in equations for for final products were

gross fixed capital formation, and proportion of land base

under forest canopy. Country specific intercepts were used

to reflect different price levels between countries. A

similar procedure was used in demand estimation with per

capita gross domestic product (GD?) and a dummy variable

reflecting income class as exogenous variables. An elastic

supply response suggested that demand equations were

sufficiently identified. Differentiated forms of these

equations were used to estimate the effects of changes in

the values for the exogenous variables on consumption

patterns. Future world demand for each product was then

estimated by adding the change in future consumption to the

current level. It was possible to estimate consumption for

individual countries by using the country specific

intercepts. Some assumptions had to be made on future

prices as no equilibrium analysis was attempted. Using the

assumption of highly elastic supply responses over the long

term, prices were expected to remain approximately at

current levels. This assumption may seem unrealistic due to

the length of the production processes and constraints in

future inventory supply. The specifications used in demand

leave few opportunities for conducting policy analysis, as

the price response coefficient is an average estimate for

the whole world. Additionally, as the model cannot generate



bilateral trade flows, it is restricted to be used for

aggregate world demand and supply analyses only.

Further1ore, results obtained are conditional on the

assumption of a continuation of current policies by all

countries.

1.3.1.2 The Global Trade Model

The purpose of the Global Trade Model was to facilitate

studies on long term structural changes in the forest sector

at the global level. The model was specified in a spatial

equilibrium framework, using non-linear optimization

techniques to generate the market clearing prices and

quantities for each region.

Pooled cross sectional time series analysis was used

to develop demand relations for 8 of the 13 products

included in the model. This specification was similar to

demand relationships used in the FAO (FAQ, 1986) model.

Demands for the other products were considered to be

derivatives of these demand equations. Demand was measured

on a per capita basis and taken as a function of price,

income and.a time trend variable. The time trend was

included to reflect preference patterns and changes in the

relative prices between substitutes and complements. A

significant income effect was not considered to be a

necessary condition for the existence of a demand

9
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relationship (Wibe, 1984). Supply effects were ignored

because of identification difficulties. However their bias

were considered to be small as long run supply effects were

thought to be nearly infinitely elastic.

Countries were differentiated by three income groups,

the highest with per capita incomes above $ 2500 (1975 U.S.

dollars). This would include all the developed countries

around the Pacific Rim. Country specific intercepts were

used, similat to the FAQ analysis. This approach restricted

the slope coefficients of demand functions to be the same

for all regions. Thus results from policy analysis may

contain significant bias.

For coniferous sawn wood, estimates suggested income

elasticties of 1.57 for the high income group. Price

elasticity of demand for the world was not significantly

different from zero and not reported. The Parameter

estimate for the time trend implied a -2.8 percent annual

rate of substitution in demand. This contrasted to that of

most other forest products where substitution was found to

favor wood products at a rate of 1 to 3 percent per annum.

However income and time trends were expected to have been

highly correlated, hence estimates of the separate

individual effects would have been difficult to quantify

(Judge, 1982). Assuming an average annual increase in

income of 2.8 percent, the combined effects of these two
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variables would have resulted in a 1.4 percent annual growth

in lumber consumption. Thus excluding the time trend

variable, the estimated income elasticity would have been

close to .14, which is similar to income effects for lumber

reported in other studies. As effects of substitution were

assumed to be included in the deflated price term, the

estimated income elasticity could only be attributed to an

income effect and preference changes.

Product supply relationships were constructed using

current information on capacity and production costs for

different technologies. Generally this resulted in a 1 to 3

step relationship for marginal costs in product supply.

These cost levels were categorised for "old", "modern" and

"new investments" in processing. Input/output coefficients

were used for each of these to represent rates of demand

for, and conversion of, intermediate products such as logs.

During simulation, these technologies were replaced at

endogenously determined rates. These were based on an

experience factor in the relationship between profitability

and investment strategy for each region. Limits could be

placed on investments rates, representing capital and

physical constraints.

Stumpage supply was represented as a function of

increasing cost with quantity of timber removed. The

parameters could be directly estimated or specified



according to judgment, depending on the information

available.

In its current form, the Global Trade model was not

suitable for analyzing demand and supply side issues of

interest to New Zealand, particularly as the Australian and

New Zealand sectors were aggregated. The model did not

allow identifying the effects of changes in world

consumption and trade patterns to each country individually,

nor was it possible to investigate issues affecting intra

Australasian trade. The GTM did not explicitly relate log

supply to age class distribution and inventory growth,

making it less suitable for analyzing supply side issues.

The use of the model for policy analyses was expected to

lead to unrealistic results due to specification and

estimation problems in demand and processing supply (such as

assumptions of perfectly elastic substitution between New

Zealand and North American timber), constraints imposed on

demand by the estimation technique, and supply relations

that inadequately exploited the data available.

1.3.2. Previous Studies on Pacific Rim Log and Lumber

Markets

1.3.2.1 Multi-country Models of Trade

Most of the quantitative studies on supply and demand

12
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in the Pacific Rim have centered around the Japanese market

and its imports from North America. Mon (1986) developed a

four equation model of supply and demand for domestic and

imported timber in Japan for the period 1974 - 1984.

Imported and domestic timber were considered to have

different parameters and variables affecting demand, but

were related symmetrically in prices. The floor area of new

housing construction was used as a demand shifter. Domestic

supply was related to wage rates in logging, while import

supply was considered to be mainly affected by price and

exchange rate. Demand for domestic timber was found to be

price elastic (1.2) while demand for imported timber was

inelastic (.3). Demand for both domestic and imported

timber were found to be inelastic (.34 and .29 respectively)

with respect to housing starts (expressed in square meters).

Supply of domestic timber was strongly price inelastic (.15)

while import supply was elastic (2.24) conforming to ,

priori expectations between imports and domestically

produced products.

Nomura and yukutake (1982) developed two models of the

Japanese log and timber markets. One study was an eight

equation econometric model; functions for lumber demand and

supply were and linked to the log market using reduced form

equations. Separate price effects for domestic and imported

logs implied imperfect btjtUtj0fl. The second study,

based on a 46 equation quarterly model, included stock
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adjustment relations and considered imports from three

regions: the U.S., the U.S.S.R and the South Seas.

structural equations were developed for the lumber market

and related to the log market in reduced form. A separate

price variable in lumber demand was used to include

substitution effects from imported plywood. The price

elasticities of lumber demand for domestic and imported

timber were found to be .04 and .22 respectively. U.S. log

imports were found to be one of the most elastic components

in the Japanese market, with a price elasticity of demand of

.48. U.S. log imports were also sensitive to changes in

lumber prices. Similarly to the previous model, no

distinction was made between imports of cants and logs, and

lumber recovery factors were not explicitly considered.

McKillop (1973) estimated a model of log and lumber

trade between North America and Japan, using quarterly data

for the period 1950 to 1970. Separate equations were

developed for Canadian and U.S. exports to Japan. Equations

were generally specified in reduced form. Residential

construction was the shifter for Japanese lumber demand.

Results indicated an inelastic demand for North American

imports and Canadian lumber supply, and elastic U.S. log

supply.

Gallagher and Mehrekins (1984) investigated the Alaskan

cant and waney trade with Japan for its relationship to
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Japanese construction activity and log supply competition

from both Alaska and the lower 48 states. Separate market

segments were recognized for Hemlock (Tsuqa heterophylla)

and Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), as most Hemlock was

used in construction while Sitka spruce was used

predominatelY as a finishing material. Cants were

considered to contain unique features which differentiates

them from logs. These features implied a significant demand

for cants during log shortages, resulting in a "last in,

first out" supply pattern. A reflection of this was an

elastic response of cants with respect to log prices.

Elasticities of supply of Hemlock cants, were 1.98 and 7.75

for the short and long run respectively. Results from other

studies were used to estimate elasticity of Japanese demand;

estimates for Alaskan timber were determined assuming demand

to be excess to domestic and other imports. This elasticity

for Alaskan cants was shown to be highly elastic for Alaskan

cants. Increases in housing starts increased demand for

Sitka spruce more strongly than for Hemlock consumption,

which suggested that there were fewer substitution

possibilities for Sitka spruce.

Flora and Vlosky (1985) developed a partial equilibrium

model of Pacific Rim demand and supply for construction

grade logs. This model was used to estimate potential

future demand. Supply and demand were aggregated and

adjusted for transportation costs to form an excess demand
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relation at U.S. ports. Assumptions had to be made on the

proportion of construction grade logs in the total log

trade. Total demand was estimated to increase by 41 percent

between 1983 and 1990, and another 14 percent for 1990 to

1995, but resulting in only a small increase in price. This

was largely a result of an increase in the estimated

availability of construction grade logs, although there were

strong economic growth prospects for the region. A decline

in the proportion of structural grade logs by 1995 was

projected for New Zealand, to about 50 percent of current

proportions. This may seem a rather optimistic scenario for

u.s. exporters given the low acceptance of Radiata pine by

the Japanese for construction and higher quality uses, and

the unavailability of significant quantities of pruned logs

before 1995.

Horgan and Theron (1983) analyzed some of the factors

in British Columbian supply that was thought to affect New

Zealand lumber price in Japan. For 1973 to 1980, no

significant change in price relativity between the Canadian

and New Zealand sourced timber was found. The authors

concluded that the main factors affecting the

competitiveness of the Canadian timber in Japan were the

relative buoyancy of the U.S. housing market, the exchange

rate and the Canadian's aggressive marketing efforts.

Adams and Haynes (1980) developed a spatial equilibrium
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model of U.S. timber markets. Structural equations were

generallY derived using econometric techniques. A Canadian

supply relation was included. Canadian lumber supply to the

u.s. was determined by exogenously subtracting Canadian and

non - U.S. demand. Short term Canadian elasticity of

supply was found to be .47, which was similar to estimates

for U.S. regions. Elasticity of Canadian supply to the

U.S. was .89.

Adams et al (1986) used a similar model to analyze the

effects of exchange rates on Canadian - U.S. lumber trade.

Long term effects were found to be often less than those

estimated for the short term, due to counteracting

adjustment processes, such as from lumber price feedback

effects on stuinpage markets and adjustments in capacity.

The authors concluded that exchange rates played a

significant role in the growth of the Canadian share of U.S.

markets. Also relative stumpage prices and non - wood

production costs favored Canadian exports.

1.3.2.2. Studies of Forest Product Markets and Resources in

Individual Countries

Doran and Williams (1982) used Diewert cost functions

to analyze Australian lumber demand. Equations were

estimated for six inputs in the construction industry, two

of which were domestic and imported lumber. Their results
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indiCated a complementarY relationshiP between imported and

domestic lumber. A major shortcoming in this study was that

the authors were unable to estimate a negative price

relati0fl5hP in demand for domestic timber. They concluded

that this was due to omisSionS of price variables for inputs

that were substitutes for timber, for example the price of

steel. However, cross price terms were considered to be

unbiased. The study concluded that although prices in

Australia moved strongly in favour of lumber between 1957

and 1977, this was more than offset by changes in taste and

technology.

Paul et al (1985) developed short and medium term

models of consumption of lumber in Australia.

Identification difficulties fl specification meant that

estimates of demand were likely to be inconsistent. Hence

the authors only attempted to explain apparent consumption.

For the medium term model, three equations were estimated

using annual data, explaining number of dwellings commenced,

quantity of sawntimber used per dwelling, and quantity used

for on-dwe11iflg purposes.
Forecasts to 1990 indicated a 25

percent increase in lumber consumPtion, due to higher

housing activity and greater use of lumber for 0n_dwel1iflg

purposes. Little change was expected in the end-use ratio

of lumber in dwelling constrUction.. The short term model

was based on quarterly data, explaining total lumber

consumption. No forecasts of demand was attempted, due to



the difficulties in forecasting values for some of the

explanatory variables, such as real value of loans for

additions and alterations, and real value of non-dwelling

ui1dingS commenced.

A study by the Instituto Forestal de Chile (INFOR,

1984) developed various future potential supply scenarios

19

A study on future New Zealand supply by Burrows, Levack

and Novis (1987) used target rotation age of 30 years for

Radiata pine and non-declining flow constraints. Results

suggested increasing total wood flow from New Zealand

plantations, from 10 to 25 million cubic metres annually by

the year 2000. It can be assumed that just over 80 percent

of this consists of sawlogs of Radiata pine.

Abel (1977) analyzed market and industry structure in

the New Zealand lumber industry. Part of the study included

estimating equations for lumber demand. Price and income

elasticities were estimated for indigenous and exotic

species. A number of models were tested, for which price

elasticities ranged between .25 to .5 for both groups of

for Chilean Radiata using simulation techniques. A rotation

age of 26 years was assumed. It was found that future

sawlog supply could increase from the 1983 production level

of 6 million cubic meters to 32 million by the turn of the

century.
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species analyzed, while income elasticities were close to

.45 for indigenous, and .35 for exotic species. These

results do not indicate that demand relationships for these

two groups differed significantly. SubStitutiOn between

indigenous and exotic species was estimated by trending

consumption with time. Thus substitution was considered as

having been secular influenced mainly by non-economic

variables.

The nature of New Zealand lumber and panel markets was

studied by Maughan and dough (1986). Essentially a

snapshot of 1983, the study provided considerable insight

into the nature of end uses. Construction accounted for

about 50 percent of domestic consumption, with increasing

proportions used for packaging and pallets for the growing

export industries, and for farm and civil engineering uses.

This trend became more significant with the declining

proportion of timber used in new housing construction.

1.3.2.3 Assessment of Past Studies

These studies all include estimated of some of the

factors affecting supply and demand in the Pacific Rim

markets for New Zealand Radiata pine. However none of these

was sufficiently comprehensive in regional or in

specification of products to allow investigation of trade

and policy issues and relevant supply factors. A common
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feature of many of these studies was the recognition of some

form of product differentiation in demand for both logs and

].uinber. However in estimation, implementation of this

characteristic differed considerably across. McKillop

jiuplicitly assumed that products were differentiated by

origin by specifying separate equations for each supplying

region. A similar approach was adopted in the studies on

the Japanese market and the one on Australian demand. As

supply differs by region on account of its species mix,

differences in demand and average price between sources

could be attributable to non - homogeneity in demand between

various species with respect to end uses. For example

Gallagher and Mehrekins recognized market segments defined

by species preferences. Finally, tariff barriers are

sometimes differentiated both by species and origin.

The recognition of market segements and spatial

organization are some of the key features in a model that

provides greater flexibility in policy analysis. To provide

a more explicit and realistic base from which future

equilibrium prices and quantities can be determined,

inventory, age class and growth information need also to be

included.

1.4 Review of Trade Model Structures

A literature survey revealed an extensive number of
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quantitative studies on interregional and international

trade. A comprehensive review and critique of these models

as applied to agricultural commodities and products is given

in ThompsOn (1981). Reviews and assessments of these for

the forestry sector were made by Gallagher (1983) and Adams

and Haynes (1987). Hence the following review will only

provide an outline of the different approaches used and

where possible, provide some more recent examples. The

different structures will be evaluated for their

applicability to analyze policy issues for New Zealand log

and lumber products.

The various modeling approaches are differentiated by

the degree of regional aggregation, spatial considerations

and treatment of market structures. These characteristics

have been used in the past to provide broad classifications

of the various model types found in literature. This same

taxonomy was adopted in the following outline on model types

used in interregional trade analyses.

1.4.1 Two Region Non - spatial Models

These models generally consider regions in their most

aggregated form. The focus of interest is usually on one

region, while the other region is often used to represent

external influences. Within this category one can

differentiate between:
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small country models, where the region of interest

is unable to influence price in the other region.

Hence this region is a price taker, and the excess

supply and demand response by the other region is

considered to be perfectly elastic. Un and Gessler

(1986) used this type of specification to determine

whether world prices for Portland cement affect the

pricing behavior of U.S. producers. Separate

equations were specified, for both excess supply and

demand as it was observed that both exports and imports

occur within a given period.

large country models, where excess supply and demand

for a country's products are less than infinitely

elastic. This requires some specification of the other

region's excess supply or demand function. The more

highly aggregated this region is, the greater the risk

from specification errors. These are due to

aggregation problems, difficulty in determining nature

and degree of substitution and a lack of consideration

of different market structures between regions.

Examples of this model type in the forestry literature

can be found in. Mon (1981), where supply and demand in

Japan were specified separately for domestic and imported

timbers. FAO projections of world timber production and



consumption to 1995 (FAO, 1986) were based on an aggregate

analysis of world supply and demand.

1.4.2 Multiregional Non-spatial Models

As with the two region models, there is usually one

region of interest, which acts as a reference region. Other

regions that influence exports and imports are specified

individually. All prices are expressed in terms of the

reference region. Price differences between the regions can

be considered endogenously within each demand and supply

relationship, or each function is adjusted by including its

transportation cost to the reference region. This approach

is most successful in simple trade patterns, for example

between one supply and many demand regions, or conversely,

one region importing from many supply regions. Usually this

requires a considerable simplification of the real world.

Bilateral trade flows cannot be considered and interactions

between multiple supply and demand regions can therefore not

be included. Vertical market relationships are usually

included of price linkages between the market of interest

and other market levels in reduced form equations. The

desired price/quantity solution is determined by solving the

system of equations. This type of model has received wide

application in trade analysis of timber products. Flora and

Viosky (1986) used this approach to determine Pacific irn

demand for Alaska's construCtion grade logs. Nomura and

24
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Yukutake (1982) analyzed timber production and imports for

Japan. McKillop (1973) developed a structural model of U.S.

and Canadian trade with Japan in log and lumber.

3.4.3 Spatial Equilibrium Models

Demand and supply for each region are considered

explicitly. Prices between regions differ by transportation

costs. The trading patterns are determined based on

theoretical market clearing conditions. Each bilateral

trade flow is explicitly simulated. Policy variables such

as tariffs, quotas, and various flow constraints can be

included. Vertical and horizontal market structures can be

specified. These can be easily integrated with other models

of economic behavior, such as inventory growth and drain,

and models of investment behavior. A competitive market

structure is usually specified, as it has been observed that

economic behavior tend to move towards competitive

equilibria. Dynamic factors and policy constraints may mean

that pure competitive equilibria are never attained. This,

does not necessarily invalidate the procedure, as such

factors can theoretically be included in the model. In a

competitive equilibrium model it is implicitly assumed that

government policy does not influence the market power of the

economic agents. However in markets for some agricultural

products, governments assist in the establishment of

producer cartels which would violate this assumption.
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International trade and market equilibrium is then

deterUined by the actions of a few major producer boards,

esultiflg essentially in an imperfect market. Nelson and

icCarl (1984) gave theoretical specifications for various

imperfect market structures, such as Cournot and other

conjectural variation models. Kolstad and Burns (1986)

formulated various oligopolistic and oligopsonistic market

structures and applied these specifications to the

international wheat market, to test whether they resulted in

better predictions of trade patterns.

To date, imperfect market structure specifications have

had few applications in international trade, and were not

considered to be applicable to timber markets.

Spatial equilibrium models differ in their applications

and methods used in estimating market equilibrium solutions.

A comprehensive description of these is given in Adams and

Haynes (1987). The best known applications for forest

products trade are the Global Trade Model (GTM) (developed

by the International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis

(Dykstra and Kallio, 1987)) and the Timber Assessment Market

Model (TAN!,!), (Adams and Haynes, 1980), for U.S. and

Canadian timber markets. These two models use different

procedures for solving for the market equilibrium. The GTM

model uses a non-linear optimization routine, while TAMM

uses reactive programming (RP), a procedure adapted from an
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algorithm developed by Tramel and Seale (1959). This

relatively simple method uses initial estimates of trade

flows to iteratively adjust positive flows until market

prices are equalized for each producing region. This

ensures that production is optimally allocated. Given

functions for demand and marginal costs of supply, the model

solution conforms to the necessary conditions for a

competitive equilibrium.

The GTM solution method is based on a mathematical

programming procedure. The foundations for such methods

were initially suggetsed by Samuelson (1952), who showed

that the market equilibrium solution can be derived by

solving an extremum problem. The objective function

maximizes the areas under the demand curves minus the areas

below supply net of transportation costs. This area was

referred to as "net social payoff". Welfare impacts can be

made by analyzing changes in the size of the area below

demand curves (consumer surplus), and those above the supply

curves (producer surplus) resulting from changes in policy.

This provides a measure of willingness to pay for (or

avoidance of) the policy, as well as estimates of

distributional impacts. In its simplest form, the

mathematical programming procedure entails deriving the

solution to a quadratic programming problem if linear

functional forms are used in demand and supply. The

necessary algorithm to solve such specifications was
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developed by Takayama and Judge (1964). Consistent with

econoluiC theory, this method required cross partial

derivatives to be symmetric in multi-product applications.

However in empirical application this can present

difficulties jfl estimation. This condition usually has to

be enforced which may reduce an estimated equation's

explanatory power. It is possible to relax the symmetry

condition by introducing the dual conditions for optimality

as additional constraints, as shown in Martin (1981).

Unfortunately this does not guarantee the existence of a

solution. Other approaches developed to solve for the

market equilibrium solution, were based on segmenting the

areas under the demand and supply curves, allowing use of

linear programming techniques (Duloy and Norton, 1975).

Haynes (1975) used this method in an early model of the

U.S. forest products sector.

Use of non-linear optimization techniques allows

unrestricted functional specification. One such solution

procedure was adopted to solve the GTN. This includedsixteen

product groups and eighteen regions. Vertical market

relationships were included, in which processing

relationships were specified similarly to segmented supply

curves, each segment representing a different level of

technological efficiency. Despite it's flexibility, this

procedure placed heavy demands on computer resources and was

complex in its application. To decrease the computational



load, relationships were specified to give average

production, consumption and trade patterns in 5 year

periods.

1.4.4 Models of Trade Flows and Market Shares

A number of researchers observed that trade flow

patterns could not be explained by current models of market

behaviour. It was hypothesized that additional factors

existed that influenced trade, which were more difficult to

quantify. For example, consumers may have differentiated

products according to sources of origin, and there may have

been effects on trade as a result of institutional factors

and trading agreements between economic agents. These can

be incorporated implicitly by modeling each bilateral trade

flow separately.

Arinington (1969) developed a theory of demand for

products distinguished by place of production. A given

class of good was considered to contain as many products as

number of supply regions. However applications of this

method theoretically require the estimation of large nuithers

of crossprice terms in each demand equation. Armington

simplified the functional structure of demand by assuming

the elasticity of substitution beween products within a

given market to be constant and independent of market

shares. Elasticities of substitution between any pairs of

29
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productS in a market were specified to be equal. These

conditions conform to those imposed by a constant elasticity

of bStjtUt1Ofl (CES) function. Use of the CES function

allows demand to be expressed in a number of different

forms, such as market or value shares. This type of model

is most useful in describing demand behavior for products or

groups of products at are highly processed, as these are

more likely to be differentiated by source of origin. Artus

and Rhoiriberg (1973) further developed the Armington approach

in their study of the effects of exchange rates on trade

flows. By using constant ratios of elasticity of

substitution homogeflouS (CRESH) functions they were able to

relax some of ArmingtOfl'S assumptions, as it was possible to

estimate elasticities of substjtUtlOfl between any number of

products (or source of origin). However to reduce the

number of substitution elasticities fl estiaiutiOfl, the

authors distinguished between a product's foreign and home

markets. Elasticities of substitution between a given

product for all products of the same kind were assumed to be

the same in all foreign markets and different to the home

market.

Blatner (1983) applied the ArmingtOn philosophy to

develop export demand functions for selected U.S. forest

products. Lumber products from different supply regions

within the U.S. were characterised by different species

groups. Given the small number of products considered, no
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constraints had to be imposed on cross product terms. Thus

each equation included a price variable for a competing

product from a different supplying region, and a price for a

close product substitute.

Resnick and Truman (1973) developed a similar approach

to Arinington in a bilateral trade model for western Europe.

A given country's imports were broken down into groups for

each of three hierarchial levels, each group being defined

by geographical and trading characteristics. Market share

equations were estimated for each group making up a

hierarchial level. Market shares of components from a lower

hierarchial level making up a group were independent from

market shares of components within another group. Thus each

market share equation could be estimated without having had

to consider prices from different groups. This made

estimation more manageable and avoided the presence of

multicollinearitY. Thus cross product terms could be

estimated without enforcing constraints such as those used

in the CES function. Results did not support ArmingtOn'S

assumption of constant elasticity of substitution across

pairs of suppliers

imposed on market

have to add up to

had to sum to one,

for a given price

However other constraints had to be

share equations, as the sum of all shares

one. This implied that intercept terms

and the column sum for the coefficients

variable had to add to zero.



1.4.5 Transportation Models

A transportation model can simulate trade flows between

fixed supply and demand regions, by minimizing

transportation costs. This problem can be solved using

mathematical programming techniques. A spatial equilibrium

model can be considered to be an extension of the

transportation model, as the zero profit condition in a

spatial equilibrium model necessarily implies that trade

must follow along cost minimizing paths.

1.4.6 Evaluation of Model Structures

The model structures reviewed here have their

applicability in particular types of problems. A number of

Pacific Rim markets exist for New Zealand Radiata pine, each

affected by interactions with supplying region behavior.

Thus production and consumption patterns can best be

analyzed by explicitly specifying regional supply and demand

relations, and where possible recognizing resource

structure. In market share models, trade flows are

specified separately, placing considerable demand on

empirical estimates, particularly for large models. Supply

relations are generally not included because of

specification difficulties and additional complexity in the

solution procedure. Transportation models allow

specification of multiple demand and supply regions in a

32
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spatial framework, and are simpler in structure and easier

to solve. However these models are limited in their ability

to simulate market behavior realistically, as supply and

demand relations are assumed to be perfectly inelastic.

This constraint can be relaxed by adopting a spatial

equilibrium framework, at the expense of additional

computational demands for the solution process. However

well tested algorithms exist that have found extensive use

in applied work.



2. A MODEL OF PACIFIC RIM LOG AND LUMBER MARKETS

2.1 Introduction

New Zealand producers of Radiata pine log and lumber

products supply mainly the domestic market, Australia and

Japan. New Zealand Radiata pine faces competition in export

markets from other Pacific Rim suppliers, such as Chile,

North America and the Far East of the U.S.S.R. North

American exports, which include timber from Canada and the

U.S., are strongly influenced by the level of activity in

U.S. end use markets. The model of Pacific Rim log and

lumber markets as specified here therefore includes these

interactions. Figure 2.1 shows the regions and trade flows

considered.

The preceeding literature review indicated the

advantages associated with using a spatial equilibrium

framework for analyzing production, consumption and trade

patterns in a multi-regional setting. This framework

facilitates evaluation of policy alternatives, and can

simulate theoretically consistent market conditions for

different economic scenarios. Some of the advantages

associated with other model types were lower data

requirements and an ability to provide for alternate

specifications of preferences and economic behavior, than

34
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those given by conventional assumptions about market

structures.

The major Pacific Rim timber trading regions generally

had well developed statistical reporting services, and can

support a more comprehensive and detailed structural

specification than has been attempted in previous work. The

data was considered adequate for a spatial equilibrium

specification of an annual model encompassing all the major

softwood timber trading countries in the Pacific Rim. This

was expected to result in more realistic simulations of

market behavior than provided by existing models, and also

provide greater insights into the economic processes.

Some trade studies have made explicit assumptions

that commodities from different sources were less than

perfect substitutes. persistent price differences between

wood products in some markets seem to support such a

hypothesis. As seen in previous studies, various methods

exist for modeling such market structures. The appropriate

approach would depend on assumptions made about product

characteristics. The exact nature of products that lead to

different market perceptions need not be considered

explicitly. These may be assumed to be inherently

associated with other attributes, such as region of origin.

36
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suggest that timber is generally differentiated in demand by

species as well as origin. Various organizations sometimes

subdivide statistics by degree of processing and piece size.

For the purposes of model specification, recognition of

product differentiation by species groups would account for

some of the differences in qualitative factors and consumer

preferences in demand. Thus it may explain a large

proportion of the price differences observed in products

between origins, given that countries are generally

characterized by a given species mix. More detailed product

specifications, such as degree of processing and lumber

grades, although important from a theoretical view, was

ignored as such information was not readily available.

The Pacific Rim Market Model was specified in

multiproduct spatial equilibrium form for log and lumber,

where different species groups were considered as separate

but closely related products within the markets. Table 2.1

gives a description of species considered by region for both

markets.

2.2 Functional Specification for Supply and Demand

It is general econometric practice to specify supply

and demand equations based on a knowledge of the economic

processes and the need for theoretical consistency. However



Table 2.1. Species Breakdown by Region

Supply Species Demand Species

Lumber market

New Zealand Ra New Zealand Ag
Australia Ra,Df,He,Ce,Ag

Japan Ra,Df,He,Ce, Japan Ra,Df,He,Ce,
Spf,Ru,Ag Spf,Ru,Ag

BC Coast Df,He,Ce,Spf
BC Interior Df,He,Ce,Spf
Other Canada Spf
US West exports Df,He,Ce,Spf US imports Df,He,Ce,Spf

Chile Ag

Log market

New Zealand Ra New Zealand Ra
Japan Ra,Df,He,Ce,

Spf
US West exports Df,He,Ce,Spf

Chile Ra

Ra = Radiata pine; Df = Douglas - fir and Larch;
He = Hem - fir; Ce = Cedars, Sitka and Redwoods;
Spf = Other North American timbers (generally
Spruce-Pine-Fir); Ru = Timbers of Russian origin;
Ag = All domestic timbers combined.
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this rarely results in functional specifications that are

unique, and researchers are generally faced with a choice of

equation forms which may not contradict a given set of

theoretical assumptions about a system's behavior. Data

availability and practical considerations then ultimately

define the final forms chosen for estimation. For example,

the reactive programming algorithm used in this study could

only implement functional forms with cross product terms

that are linearly related in parameters when written in

price dependent form. This could have been circumvented by

using linear approximations for the simulation procedure,

however this may have biased the equilibrium solution. This

bias could have been further compounded over a sequence of

solutions through the use of lagged endogenous variables.

Therefore the search for appropriate functional forms was

limited to those that did not require such approximations in

their implementation.

A brief summary on demand and supply representation by

region for the Pacific Rim Market Model was given in Figure

2.1. The functional form and size of the model for all 8

species groups can be represented as follows:

Lumber demand: a [Q] + b [P] + c [Z] = 0

Lumber supplies: d [Q] + e [P] + f EPs] + g [Z] = 0

Log demands: h (Q] + i EP] + j [Ps) + k [Z] = 0

Logs supplies: 1 [Q] + m [Ps] + n [Z] = 0

Q is a 78 x 8 matrix of quantities produced and consumed;
P is a 62 x 8 matrix of lumber prices;

log prices;Ps is a 8 x 8 matrix of
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Z is a 8 x m matrix of predetermined variables; where m is
a large number;

a,b,d,e,f,h,i,j,l, and m are respectively, 18x8, l8x8, 22x8,
22x8, 22x8, l8x8, 18x8, 18x8, 16x8, 16x8, 16x8 matrices
of coefficients for endogenous variables;

c,g,k,and n are respectively, l8xiu, 22xm, l8xm, l6xm
matrices for the exogenous variables.

The model shown here is linear in all the variables.

However implementation included non - linear relationships

between various activities. For example, the exogenous

variables in Z were sometimes specified in ratio form to an

endogenous variable in Q. Other non - linearities arose from

capacity and exchange rate adjustments.

2.2.1 Lumber Demand

Lumber demand was generally expressed as a ratio to end

use activity (Cardellichio and Veltkamp, 1981, Kallio et al.

1984, Adams et al., 1986). A single end use activity may be

used if it sufficiently reflects activities of other end

users. Alternatively this may be expressed as a composite

index of all activities. An example of this was expressing

output levels in value terms, such as those for Gross

National Product.

Dynamic factors such as adjustments of consumption to

changes in relative prices can be included by means of a one

period lag of the dependent variable and a moving average

process in prices (Adams et al., 1986). This results in



increasing weights in prices to the earliest period used in

the moving average term, and exponentially declining weights

thereafter. Other variables can be included to reflect

returns to scale, and a time trend to account for

non - economic factors that may influence demand (Parks,

1971).

A general specification of lumber demand used in the

model is given as follows:

t-(n-l)

Ln(Q/A) = BO + B1*Ln(Q/A)t_i - B2*1/n P

+

where Q is quantity of lumber consumed;
A is a measure of end use activity;
P is own price;
P0 is price of other products;
n is the number of price terms;
R is a variable reflecting returns to scale;
Tr is a time trend variable;
BO..B5 are parameters to be estimated.

2.2.2 Lumber Production

Lumber production was specified to be positively

related to processing margin. The margin was defined to be

the difference between the lumber price or average output

value (where revenue from residues is an important

contributor to earnings), and costs of inputs used in

41

B3*l/n Po + B4*R + 25*Tr (2.1)
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production. Movements in average costs over time for the

industry were included using some measure of capacity

change, or by using a lagged endogenous variable (Adams and

HayneS, 1980, Adams et al., 1986). Capacity cannot be

defined adequately at the species level, as it can be used

in the production of any combination of species. Capacity

was therefore adjusted to reflect the amount available for

each species. Where processors had the possibility to

substitute between species, the supply function was defined

as:

Q = BO + B1*(Plum - Proco - Plog/rf) + 132*(Cap - Qo)

(2.2)

where Q is quantity produced;
Plum is lumber price;
Proco are non wood costs in processing;
Plog is the unit value for logs;
rf is the lumber recovery factor;
Cap is a region's processing capacity;
Qo are the quantities produced of other species;
BO .. B2 are parameters to be estimated.

The term associated with the third parameter was

modified in cases where the species mix was predetermined

from harvesting operations leaving few substitution

possibilities in production. The variable reflecting

available capacity was therefore represented as:

avail, capacity = Ckt*CaP (2.3)

where Ck is a constant expressing the proportion of
species k in processing at time t.



Log supply is perhaps one of the most difficult
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Including an explicit treatment of changes in capacity

resulted in relatively poor simulation performance for

Japan. This was thought to be due to the large substitution

possibilities between species in processing and the

relatively small proportion each species in total

production. For this region, the capacity adjustment

procedure was treated implicitly by using a functional form

which includes a partial adjustment process in supply. This

was similar to that used in Adams and Haynes (1980).

2.2.3 Capacity Adjustment

Adams et al (1986) used a capacity adjustment relation

where investments in processing reflected expectations about

future levels of profitability. Changes in capacity were

hypothesized to be rationally based, that is, the industry

was expected to adjust its capacity in anticipation of

future profit margins. Only a proportion of the desired

capacity change may be completed in one period. That is,

Dcap = i30 + 131*Dcapt_i + B2*(Mt - Mt_i) (2.4)

where Dcap is Cap Capt_ ;

M is the avrage proessing margin for all species;
B0 .. El are parameters to be estimated.

2.2.4 Log Supply
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economic activities to model adequately. Supply behavior

varies depending on ownership structure due to differing

objectives. For example, management in publicly owned

forests usually have to satisfy a range of criteria, many of

which may be incompatible with profit maximizing behavior.

Private owners may harvest in order to maximize their

present value (Branniund et al, 1985). Here harvest

decisions are generally based on short run information on

prices, labor and capital costs. In general, quantity

harvested is dependent on the level of endowment, or

inventory size (Binkley, 1987). Tree size and standing

volumes per unit area affect harvesting and transportation

costs per unit of wood produced. In its simplest form

therefore, the short run timber supply model, given by

Binkley was:

Q = f( p, I, Z) (2.5)

where Q is the annual harvest;
p is current price;
I is current inventory level;
Z is a vector of other factors that may influence

supply.

However annual information on inventory levels are

scarce and generally of poor quality. Thus in application,

I, Z, may need to be replaced by proxy variables when

estimating supply behavior.



2.2.4.1 Econometric Forms for Log Supply

For some regions inventory information was not readily

available. Therefore a short run marginal cost function was

estimated, including time trends (as a proxy for inventory

and other supply influencing factors) to shift the function

through time. Or alternatively, log prices were determined

from prices in the lumber market, as given by Haynes (1977).

The difference between the log and lumber price was

interpreted by Haynes as the margin to processing and

marketing. Thus in differenced form,

-
= O + Bi (Plume - Plum_1)

where Pt is the price of logs in lumber equivalent
at time t;

Plul% is the price of lumber.

The differenced form for the variables are used in

estimation to remove time series effects.

2.2.4.2 Models of Inventory Growth and Drain

Information on inventory structure can be used to shift

short run marginal cost functions through time. Lack of

appropriate data precluded actual estimation of the cost

function in this study. Therefore it had to be constructed

and was calibrated to actual data in simulation. This

ensured that supply projections were consistent with the
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resource base. Sensitivity analysis of supply can

theoretically be made to reduce some of the uncertainties in

projections.

The most important variables affecting future short run

supply are minimum rotation age, some criteria of yield

regulation, and marginal costs. Short term supply response

was specified in this study as a strictly increasing

function in cost, and is based on variables and parameters

reflecting availability of relevant data. The general form

of the function was as follows:

MC = f(e, Z) (2.7)

where MC is the marginal cost of supply;
Q is quantity harvested;
Z variables affecting supply;
e is the base of the natural logarithm.

The values of the parameters used in this function

are affected by variables that are considered to affect

future log supply. These are minimum supply costs (130),

area of sustainable harvest over a specified period (ASH),

the proportion of harvested volume recovered as sawlogs (r),

and the baseline average cost of sawlog supply (AC). The

sustainable harvest area was included to reflect the

tendency of resource managers to regulate harvests based on

average supply availability in a planning period.

Additionally, time trends in minimum and baseline average

costs were included to reflect shifts in the marginal cost



curve over time by other factors than those caused by

changes in inventory. Finally, the function was calibrated

to pass through the last known observation, by adjusting

(C). The functional form of the equation used is given as

follows:

MC = 0 +
(AC - BO)

ASH * C

where MC is in $/rn3;3

Q is in 0003m
AC is in $/m ;3
ASH is in 000 m ;
r,C are propotionality factors;
BO is in S/rn

This short run marginal cost function was shifted

through time by annually updating inventory information, and

recalculating ASH using yield tables. Other factors can be

included that are thought to influence future harvest

levels: upper bounds to log flows, mininium rotation age and

afforestation rates. Figure 2.2 illustrates the effects of

changing some of these variables on the log supply

relationship, using New Zealand supply for 1986 as example.

Inventory information was maintained by area and age class

for each yield type. The volumes supplied, as determined by

the equilibrium solutions, were converted to areas harvested

based on the rule of oldest age class first.
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Figure 2.2 Shifts in Marginal Costs of Log Supply Due to
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2.3 EstimatiOn

Simultaneous equation methods were used to ensure

consistency of parameter estimates. Preliminary estimates

using single equation estimation methods indicated that some

sets of equations were strongly correlated. That is, their

error terms were found to be highly correlated. In general,

greater efficiency of parameter estimates can be achieved by

using full information estimators such as three stage least

squares (3sls). Parameter estimates based on these

estimators are likely to have lower standard errors, and may

improve system behavior in simulation. In particular, it

may improve performance of equations with positively

correlated error terms, that are related through cross

product terms. However these estimates are likely to be

less robust than those from limited information methods such

as two stage least squares (2sls). For example,

specification errors in a single equation can influence 3sls

estimates across all equations of the model. Accordingly,

3sls estimates were compared with their 2sls counterparts

and results evaluated based on signs, standard errors and

residuals. 3sls estimates with inferior properties were

then rejected in favor of those derived from 2sls

estimation.
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Often insufficient numbers of observations are available

in applied econometrics to utilize all the instruments for

first stage estimation. To derive a subset of instruments

with near optimal properties Fisher (1965) proposed a method

based on their causal ordering. This procedure is as

follows: for each equation, instruments are successively

tested by decreasing order of causality for their

contribution to the equation's explanatory power. The

procedure is then stopped when an instrument is found which

causes a significant reduction on R2 values when excluded.

The chosen set of instruments can be considered to be a

compromise between the need to achieve consistency and

efficiency in second stage estimates. Fair (1970)

investigated the possibility of reducing the number of

instruments in equations with first order, serially

correlated errors. This study found that the number of

instruments from equations of second or higher causal orders

could be reduced by adjusting the contemporaneous forms by

the serial correlation coefficient. Thus significant

information from lagged exogenous variables could be

included without having the need to use the lagged forms as

additional instruments.

Estimation of structural equations in this study

followed the rules given by Fisher, for both the 2sls and

3sls estimates. Fair (1984) gave an estimator that was

suitable for instrumental variable estimation for cross
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correlated systems -of equations with separately specified

instruments for each equation. This estimator was given to

minimize:

The above estimator collapses to the three stage least

squares estimator if the same set of instruments is used for

all equations. The size of the middle matrix can provide

computational difficulties in inverting, making this

estimator unsuitable for use in large systems of equations.

However a system could be considered to consist of a set of

subsystems of more closely correlated equations. Estimation

could proceed separately on each subsytem in isolation.

This estimator can therefore be considered to be

intermediate to the limited and full information estimator.

This approach was used here to attempt to improve the

efficiency in estimates. However, no theoretically derived

methodology is known to exist to ensure most efficient

implementation of such a procedure, and therefore the

identification of sub systems were based on practical
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considerations and a priori identification of economic

influences.

All estimation was conducted on a personal computer

using the Gauss matrix programming language (Edlefsen and

Jones, 1985). Programs were developed based on some of the

routines provided with the compiler. Additionally, programs

had to be developed that allow two and three stage

estimation with the presence of both serial and

contemporaneous correlation. Serial correlation was tested

using the Durbin - Watson statistic, however it was

recognized that this statistic was likely to be biased

toward 2 in equations with lagged endogenous variables. In

such cases, Durbin's H statistic was used as an alternative

test statistic, with absolute values of the statistic

greater than 1.675 indicating the presence of serial

correlation. However under some conditions this statistic

cannot be estimated (Johnston, 1984), and therefore the

corresponding Durbin - Watson statistic was reported.

Adjustments for serial correlation were made using

estimates of the autocorrelation coefficient based on the

Durbin - Watson statistic. That is,

Rho = 1 - .5 DW (2.10)

where Rho is the autocorrelation coefficient;
DW is the Durbin - Watson statistic.
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However, where the Durbin-Watson or Durbin's H

statistic still indicated the presence of serial

correlation, the equation was re-estimated using the

Cochran - Orcutt iteration procedure. This was a less

preferred method, because the first observation is lost in

this procedure. Estimation with the presence of both

contemporaneous and serially correlated errors were made

using the procedure given by Parks (1967).

2.4 Simulation

2.4.1 Solution Procedure at a Single Market Level

A reactive programming procedure (Trainel and Seale,

1959) was used to simulate the competitive market clearing

quantities and prices. The computer algorithm was adapted

from a code used by Adams (1985), which allowed simulation

of both log and lumber markets. This algorithm was based on

a heuristic procedure, which started from an initial set of

estimates for supply, demand and a set of feasible trade

flows for each product. For each supply region, the net

value of the marginal unit of shipment to each market was

determined. Shipments were increased if returns net of

transportation costs were positive, and conversely,

decreased for markets showing negative returns. This

procedure continued until no positive gains were possible.

through any change in shipment patterns and production
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levels. This occurred for each supply region when net

market prices were equal across demand regions, which was

consistent with theoretical results on competitive spatial

equilibria.

To implement this procedure, supply and demand

schedules were written in price dependent form, with own and

crossproduct terms appearing as quantity variables that are

linearly related in parameters. These were readily derived

from the estimated forms by simultaneously solving the

system of equations for prices. In supply, the products or

species considered were related through the interdependence

with the capacity variable. These were non-linearly related

between species groups. Thus in simulation, the

Gauss-Seidel iteration technique was used to solve for the

supply quantities by iteratively adjusting estimated

capacity in the supply equations.

Real prices and values of end use activity indicators

were used in local currency terms in estimation of supply

and demand relationships. These were converted to U.S.

dollars for simulation using a real exchange rate. That is,

= TT ( P1) (2.11)

where was the deflated price in US $, TT was the real

exchange rate, and was the deflated price in local

currency.



Rearranging,

p.
TT =

Pi

and using nominal prices,

nTT = __La____a
pn, j/PPIj

where PPI, PPI are the producer price indexes for the US

and the foreign country respectively. Therefore,

p . ppi.
TT = _La * ___l (2.14)

pn,i PPIj

Thus the real exchange rate was defined as the product of

the nominal rate and the ratio of the deflators.

2.4.2 Solution of Multi-market Models

The log and lumber markets were solved separately using

the previously described procedure. However the solution to

each market was conditional on prices in the other market.

The demand for logs was derived from lumber supply, and

lumber supply schedules shifted depending on the cost of log

inputs. Thus the solution had to simultaneously satisfy

conditions of competitive equilibria for both markets.

Adams (1985) used the Gauss-Seidel technique which iterated
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ppI.

= TTn *

ppI.
(2.15)
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the solution process between markets using updated prices

for the other market, until log and lumber prices converged

between iterations. This procedure was incorporated in the

pacific Rim Market Model.

2.4.3 Simulating Effects of Variables Affecting Market

Processes

Competitive market behavior may be influenced by policy

variables and other forces outside the market place. Some

of these can be readily accomodated within the simulation

procedure. Trade policies such as tariffs and export

subsidies essentially alter the costs of shipping goods from

producing regions to markets. These cause relative shifts

between the demand and supply schedules in each region, and

result in new equilibrium levels for market prices and

quantities.

Factors directly influencing quantities produced and

traded can also be included in simulation, for example

production ceilings as induced by strikes, or from quota

levels on imports. However their effects on final

transaction prices cannot be determined unambigously, as

market equilibrium can occur at all prices between those

given by the demand and supply schedules at the constrained

quantity level. The final outcome will depend on a region's

relative bargaining position.



3. SPECIFICATION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATES BY REGION

3.1 New Zealand

3.1.1 Background

The New Zealand forest resource is characterized by a

relatively concentrated ownership structure. More than 50

percent of the area of production forests is administered by

the State; the remainder is owned by a small number of

private companies.

Historically, supply from State forests included a

subsidy to the processing sector through low stumpage

prices, as the government saw its role in assisting industry

and in providing regional employment. Sales were made based

on long term contracts with limited price flexibility.

Significant changes in the nature of the resource have

occurred over the last 40 years. In 1948, natural forests

supplied 64 percent of logs by volume; in 1986, 97 percent

of supply came from plantations of introduced species.

In 1987, the state transferred all its commercial

forest lands, processing and marketing organizations to a

state-owned corporation with profit maximizing objectives.

This was to improve efficiency in the State's involvmeflt in
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the sector and promote economic accountability of all

activities in the industry. However, sales of timber

already committed were still subject to previously

negotiated contracts.

Currently, over 90 percent of New Zealand's timber

volume is produced from Radiata pine. Other species are

expected to remain relatively insignificant in production

and are therefore treated exogenously in the model. A

schematic representation of the New Zealand Radiata pine

sector is given in Figure 3.1.

3.1.2 Domestic Demand for Lumber

Inflexible log prices, export controls on lumber

processed from indigenous species, high domestic

transportation costs and lack of marketing efforts meant

that native timbers were generally not differentiated from

plantation timbers by the market. Hence changes in resource

characteristics were expected to have had little effect on

consumption patterns. Thus demand for Radiata pine lumber

was not distinguished from demand for native timber in

estimation.

In 1983, 23 percent of lumber in New Zealand was used

for new houses and flats (Maughan and dough, 1986), and

another 32 percent was used for other types of construction,
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including additions and alterations in the existing housing

stock. Little information existed on the change in these

proportions over the study period. Thus demand was

estimated on a per capita basis, using average per capita

income as a demand shifter. The homogeneity condition was

satisfied by deflating all prices and values by the

producer's Price index (1983 = 1.000).

3.1.3 Lumber Supply

Parameter estimates for processing was derived by

relating supply to processing margin and available capacity.

The processing margin was defined as the revenue from lumber

and residue production, less labor and material costs. The

estimated function was for Radiata pine only, as other

species were relatively insignificant in production. Hence

this function represents a proportion of the total

industry's supply curve. In the short term, substitution in

processing was only possible between plantation species.

Hence capacity was specified for mills processing logs from

plantations only. These produced mainly Radiata pine with a

small proportion of other introduced softwoods such as

Douglas-fir (seudotsuga menziesii) and Corsican pine (Pinus

nigra).

The estimated capacity adjustment function represented

the component of the processing industry utilizing the
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plantation resource. A similar supply relationship for the

Douglas-fir component as that of Radiata pine was assumed.

That is, lumber was proportional to changes in average

margin across all species.

3.1.4 Log Supply

An appropriate function for log supply to domestic

lumber mills could not be estimated over the historucal

period, because of the strong influence of non economic

objectives by the State. In early 1987, these objectives

were replaced with those based on financial performance, by

restructuring the state's involvnient in the commercial

aspects of the forest industry. The impacts of this policy

change on supply were not able to be determined at the time

of this study.

The higher quality component of logs not committed by

contract to the domestic processing industry, had a

lucrative market niche in the export trade. This trade was

modeled by estimating a log export function for Radiata

pine. This was used to provide some evidence on the

elasticity of export supply, and to allow simulation and

examination of policy effects over the historical period.

Projections of log supply for the Radiata pine species

group were based on a function for marginal cost, and an
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inventory model to simulate growth and drain for each age

class. Four different crop types or yield classes were

recognized. The inventory information was based from

beginning of 1986, as were average sawlog recovery values

and baseline average harvest costs. The values for

variables used in the marginal cost function for log supply,

are given in Table 3.1. At a sawlog production level of

4,000,000 m3, this function reflects an the elasticity of

supply of .68.

3.1.5 Results

A summary of equations and parameter estimates used

in the Pacific Rim Market Model are given in Table 3.2, and

variable definitions are given in Table 3.3. Elasticity

estimates at sample means are given in Table 3.4.

3.2 Australia

3.2.1 Background

Hardwood forests have provided most of the raw material

for Australia's lumber production. However, large softwood

plantations have been established to date, to provide a fast

growing resource with good utilization properties. These

have been af forested mainly with Radiata pine. Declining

inventory levels in native forests and relative high



Table 3.1 Variables and Paranieters for Sawlog Supply in
New Zealand for 1986

Average cost 49

)inimum cost 0

Minimum harvest age 28 years
Sawlog proportion in harvests .66

Period of harvest area control 10 years

Prices in New Zealand dollars, deflated by Producers Price

Index; 1983 = 1.000
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Table 3.2 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for the New Zealand Sector

Lumber market

Total Lumber Demand
Ln(TLUND/POP) = 3.35481 + .483278 Ln(TLUMD/POP)4. - .026967 PSRAD + .027731 (GNP/POP)

(2.692) (2.728) (-1.1024) (1.1814)
= .229, DH = 1.430, SANPLE= 1966 - 1983, 2SLS

Radiata Pine Lumber supply
QSRAD = -230.491 + 2.2902 (PSRAD + PRES - LABCO - PLOG/CONV)

(-1.465) (1.456)
+ .9972 (CAP - QOTHSPL)
(17.72)

.93.7, DW = 2.308, SAMPLE = 1961 - 1983, 2SLS

Capacity adjustment
DCAP = 47.075 + 1.207 DMAR + 1.51 D73

(8.767) (2.500) (5.449)
R2 = .514, DW = 2.234, SAMPLE = 1961 - 1983, 2SLS

Lumber market identity
TLUMD + QLIJMEXPR + QLUMEXOC = QSRAD + QOTHSPL + QNATS + QIMPS



Table 3.2 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for the New Zealand Sector (continued)

Log market

Log exports
QLOGEXJ + QLOGEXOC = -657.245 + 11.055 PEXLOG + .01136 XINV1

(-.8819) (1.213) (4.716)
- 213.944 TR

2
(-5.030)

R = .608, DW = 1.018, SAMPLE = 1961 - 1983, 2SLS

Log market identity
QDOMLOG + QTLOGEX = QTLOG

= adjusted for degrees of freedom; DW = Durbin - Watson statistic;
DII = Durbin's h statistic; numbers in parentheses below coefficients are t-values;
2SLS = estimated using two stage least squares.



Table 3.3. Variable Definition for the New Zealand Market

1. Lumber market

ExoenouS
CONV
GNP
LABCO
POP
PRES
QIMPS
QLUMEXOC
QNATS
QOTHSPL

lumber to log ratio
Gross National Product
Labor costs
Population
Price of residues
Quantity of lumber imports
Lumber exported outside Pacific Rim
Quantity of native lumber
Quantity processed of other plantation
timbers

Endoqenous
CAP Processing capacity for plantation

timbers
DCAP Capacity change
DMAR Change in processing margin

D73 Dummy variable for 1973
PSRAD Radiata Pine lumber price
QLUMEXPR Quantity of lumber exported to Pacific

Rim countries
QSRAD Radiata pine lumber production
TLUMD Total lumber consumption, including

Radiata pine, other plantation, natives

and imports

Dummy variables
D73 1 for 1973, o otherwise

2. Log market

Quantity of Radiata pine sawlogs for

domestic processing industry
Log exports to countries other than

Japan
Total quantity of Radiata pine sawlog

production
Trend variable, 1960=8; 1968-83=0;
Inventory volume in 30 year and older

age classes, net of inventory used for

domestic processing

$009
5/in
pe9onS

3
000 in3
000 in3
000 m

000 in3

000
00031t1

5/rn

3
$/rn

000
000 in

000

000 in3

000 in3

000 in3

000 in3
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Variable Definition Units (1)

ExoqenoUS
QDOMLOG

QLOGEXOC

QTLOG

TR
XINV



Table 3.3 Variable Definition for the New Zealand Market
(continued)

EndogenoUS

PEXLOG Price of log exports $/ni3

QLOGEXJ Log exports to Japan 000 m

(1) Prices in New Zealand dollars deflated by New Zealand
Producers Price index; 1983 = 1.00
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Table 3.4 Elasticity Estimates at Sample Means for the
New Zealand Sector (After Full Adjustment)

68

own log Income
price price per capita

Lumber demand -0.815 0.563

Lumber supply 0.268 0.147

Log exports 0.832
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production costs in the associated processing plants, have

provided an opportunity for Australian softwood producers to

capture an increasing proportion of the domestic market. In

1983 they supplied 40 percent of the domestic lumber

consumed from domestic sources.

In 1983, 29,000 in3 of lumber was exported, or 1.2

percent of total production, while imports amounted to

1,200,000 in3. 80 percent of these were softwoods imported

from the United States, Canada and New Zealand. The

remainder were mainly specialty hardwoods imported from

South East Asia. Timber exports were insignificant,

consisting mainly of specialty hardwood products. Although

a net importer of timber, Australia is generally expected to

become self sufficient in timber by the turn of the century

due to the continuing growth of the softwood resource base.

3.2.2 Estimation

Data on the domestic forest industry were insufficient

to allow specification of functions for log and lumber

supply. Annual data on domestic prices were estimated by

dividing total value of lumber production by quantity.

However the data made no distinction between values for

hardwood and softwood production, making the estimated price

series a composite index for hardwood and softwood lumber.

In this study, domestic lumber was considered therefore as a



1 Australian Timber Producer's Council, quoted in Paul et
al (1985)
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separate category, as this product assortment was

distinctive from other species groups considered. Domestic

demand was related to imported timber using cross price

terms.

Paul et al (1985), recognized new housing construction

as the most important end use for lumber. In 1983 to 1984,

this activity accounted approximately for 60 percent of

total demand, with the remainder used in industrial and

mining uses, manufacture of furniture and cases, and

miscellaneous uses1.

Douglas-fir is often preferred in construction because

of its strength characteristics. The inarket for New Zealand

Radiata pine is predoininantely for framing grades and also

used mainly in construction. Thus these two species groups

were estimated including housing starts as the end use

activity. The trade journals reviewed made little mention

of the predominant uses for Hemlock and Cedar. Therefore

the relationship between demand and various end use

activities for these two species groups was determined

empirically, and found to be more closely related to

aggregate economic activity than to new housing starts. The

relationship for domestic lumber demand included a time



trend variable to approximate the effects of changes in

demand due to changes in the proportion of domestic

hardwood and softwood production.

Prices for imported timber were based on average values

as given by the Australian Bureau of Statistics' (ABS)

import schedules. The reported values of imports do not

include freight and insurance costs from the countries of

exportation. For the purposes of estimation, the assumption

had to be made that these prices were a constant proportion

of the Australian market price.

The coefficients to the estimated functions are given

in Table 3.5. Table 3.6 provides a description of all

exogenous and endogenous variables used. Elasticity

estimates at sample means are presented in Table 3.7.

3.3 Japan

3.3.1 Introduction

The major Pacific Rim supply regions provided most of

Japan's import requirements for softwood logs and lumber.

Also, Japan imported significant quantities of tropical

hardwood logs that were processed mainly into plywood and

specialized timber products (eq. furniture, fittings and

sporting goods). The hardwood market was not included in
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Table 35 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for Australian Lumber Demand

1. Import demand for Radiata pine

Ln(QRAD/AHs) 3.9325 + .6641 Ln(QRAD/AHS)t_i .00951 PRAD + .001919 PDFR - .677*D6379
(3.310) (4.492) (-6.013) (1.681) (-4.602)

R2 .871; DH = .192; Sample = 1963 - 1983, 3SLS

2. Import demand for Douglas-fir
t-2

Ln(QDFR/AHs) = 5.0054 + .4025 Ln(QDFR/AHS)t - .00209 * 1/3 PDFR1
(3.314) (2.370) (-2.246)

t-2

+ .00160 * 1/3 PDOM + .2830 D81
(1.450)

i=t (2.502)

.939; DH .178; Sample = 1963 - 1983, 3SLS

3. Import demand for Hemlock
t-2

Ln(QHEN/NDI) 6.8265 + .5293 Ln(QHEM/NDI)ti - .00580 * 1/3 PHEM1
(1.759) (2.770) (-.817)

i=t
t-2

+ .00986 * 1/3 PDFR - .4498 Ln(NDI)
(1.781)

i=t (-1.314)

R2 = .532; DH = 1.136; Sample = 1963 - 1983, 3SLS



Table 3.5 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for Australian Lumber Demand (continued)

Import demand for Cedar

Ln(QCED/NDI) - 2.4496 + .0770 Ln(QCED/NDI)t i
-.001747 * 1/2 PCED + .3323 LN(NDI)

(1.040) (.402) (-2.215) i=t
(1.471)

- 1.2240 D83
(-6.873)

.736; DII = -.453; Sample = 1963 - 1983, 3SLS

Demand for domestically produced sawn timber

Ln(QDOM) 12.319 + .4854 Ln(QDOM)t...i - .000685 PDOM + .0367 Ln(AIIS) - .006184 YEAR

(6.041) (3.803) (-3.295) (6.932) (-6.117)

R2 = .999; DII = -1.164; Rho -.421, Sample 1963 - 1983, I2SLS

R2 - adjusted for degrees of freedom; DII - Durbin's h statistic, null hypothesis of no

autocorrelation rejected at values DIII > 1.645; number in parentheses below coefficients

are t-values; I2SLS iterative two stage least squares; 3SLS = three stage least squares;

Ln - Natural Logarithm; Rho = autocorrelation coefficient.



Table 3.6 Variable Definition for the Australian Lumber
Market

Variable Definition

EXOGENOUS
AHS Australian Housing starts
NDI National Disposable Income
QDOM Domestic lumber consumption
YEAR Year

ENDOGENOUS
PCED Average value of rough sawn Cedar

imports
Average value of rough sawn Douglas-fir
Average value of domestic sawn
Average value of rough sawn Hemlock
Average value of rough sawn Radiata
Quantity of Cedar imports
Quantity of Douglas-fir imports
Quantity of Hemlock imports
Quantity of Radjata imports

PDFR
PDOM
PHEM
PRAD
QCED
QDFR
QHEM
QRAD

(1)Units

units
$ milion
000 m
units

3
$/m3
$/1n3

$/rn3

$/m3

3
000 In3
000 in3
000 in3
000 in

(1) Prices in Australian dollars deflated by Australian

Producers Price index (1983 = 1.000).
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DUMMY VARIABLES
D6379 = 1 for 1963 to 1979, 0 otherWiSe

D8l = 1 for 1981, 0 otherwiSe
D83 = 1 for 1983, o otherwise



Table 3.7 Elasticity Estimates of Australian Demand at
Sample Means
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1 period Full Adjustment

own cross demand own cross demand
price price shifter price price shifter

Species represented in cross prices:

Domestic;

Douglas-fir.

Radiata
Douglas-fir
Hemlock
Cedar
Domestic

-1.565
-0.159
-0.323
-0.294
-0.196

O.435
O.1532
0.754' / 1.450

0.667
0.367

-4.659
-0.800
-2.057
-0.636
-0.380

1.294
0.766
4.803

2.788
1.674
9.239
1.008
0.712



lb

this study as it was not considered to compete significantly

with softwood products.

3.3.2 Lumber Demand

Substitution possibilities in demand for lumber between

species groups is limited by Japanese grading rules. These

divide lumber into strength classes on the basis of species

groups as well as physical properties. Demand by species

groups is also likely to be influenced by preferences for

certain species for specific end uses, based on their

functional properties and appearances.

The large number of cross price terms that potentially

could have been included in estimation was decreased using

assumptions based on a a priori beliefs on the appropriate

competing species groups, signs of the coefficients and

sizes of standard errors. Additionally, these assumptions

reduced collinearity problems. The end use activity

indicators were: housing starts for species where it was a

main use, and the value of manufacturing in Japan's Gross

National Product. Parameter estimates for Japanese demand

are given in Table 3.8, and description of variables in

Table 3.9.

All estimated relationships reflect a unitary elastic

demand response with respect to end use activity. This



Table 3.8 . Equations and Coefficient Estimates for Lumber Demand in Japan
Sample period 1964 - 1983; 2SLS.

1. Radiata t-1 t-1

Log(QRAD/G) 12.236 + .246 Log(Qrad/G)_1 - .0000587*l/2PRAD1 + .0000457*l/2PHEXi
(6.380) (1.684) (-5.917)

i=t
(6.948)

i-t

+.5290 Log(G) - 1.583 Log(MW) - TR.205

Log(QCED/G) = 3.041 + .5044 Log(QCED/G)_1 - .0000O742*1/3PCED1 + .00000647*l/3PJAP
(2.776) (3.148) (.759)

i=t
(1.194)

-.3207 Log(G)
(-3.343)

R2 = .649, D H = .215

R2 .811, D H

(.906) (-3.128) (-3.861)

= -1.696, Rho = -.383

2. Douglas-fir
Log(QDFR/JHS) = 2.484 + .352 Log(QDFR/JHS)_1 - .0000525 PDFR + .0000382 PJAP + .033 JFA

2R .962, D H
(5.120) (3.056)
= -.740

(-3.039) (3.659) (5.119)

3. Hemlock
Log(QHEM/JHS) 7.891 -.0000214 PHEM + .0000144 PJAP + .00602 JFA

2R - .595, DW
(27.879)(-2.198) (2.498)
1.830

(3.123)

4. Cedar t-2 t-2



Table 3.8 . Equations and Coefficient Estimates for Lumber Demand in Japan (continued)

Sample period 1964 - 1983; 2SLS.

5. spruce,Pine,Fir

Log(QSPF/G) 3.541 + .2125 Log(QSPF/G)_1 -
(.911) (.839)

-.1790 Log(G)
(-.686)

R2 .157, DW = 1.850

6. Russian

Log(QRUS/G) = 3.103 + .8041 Log(QRUS/G)
(2.619) (7.301)

1

-.1299 Log(G) - .220 Log(MW)
(-.836) (-1.051)

R2 .925, D H = .829

t-2 t-2

.0000552*1/3PSPFi + .0000327*1/3PRUS
(-1.012) i=t

(1.201) i=t

t-2 t-2

- .0000174*1/3PRUSi + .00001217*1/3PJAP1
(-1.427) i=t

(2.915) i=t

7. Japanese
Log(QJAP/JHS) 6.3321 + .3876 Log(QJAP/JHS).4_1 + .00001003 PDF - .00001037 PJAP

(1.6238) (2.907) (1.6417) (-2.904)

+.00546 JFA - .000494 CW

2
(1.232) (-4.713)

R .957, D H = .722, Rho = .335

= Adjusted for degrees of freedom; D H = Durbin's H statistic; DW = Durbin-WatsOn
statistic; Numbers in brackets are t values; Rho = Autocorrelation coefficient;

Log = Natural logarithm.



Table 3.9 Variable Definition in Japanese Demand

Variables Units

Endoqenous

Exoqenous

CW = Average wage in the construction

Time trends

TR : For 1960-1968 = 1968 - calendar year
0 otherwise

PRAD = Wholesale price of Radiata pine Yen/rn sawn
PDFR = Wholesale price of Douglas-fir Yen/lu3 sawn
PHEM = Wholesale price of Hemlock Yen/rn3 sawn
PCED = Wholesale price of Cedar Yen/rn3 sawn
PSPF = Wholesale price of Spruce, Pine, Firs Yen/rn3 sawn
PRUS = Wholesale price of Russian timbers Yen/rn3 sawn
PJAP = Wholesale price of Japanese softwoods Yen/rn3 sawn
QRAD = consurnption of Radiata pine 000 1113 sawn

QDFR = consumption of Douglas-fir 000 1113 sawn
QHEM = consumption of Hemlock, and Balsam Fir 000 rn3 sawn
QCED = consumption of Cedar 000 rn3 sawn
QSPF = consumption of Spruce, Pine, Fir 000 1113 sawn

QRUS = consumption of Russian timbers 000 in3 sawn
QJAP = consumption of Japanese softwoods 000 in sawn

industry 100 Yen/month
G = Contribution of manufacturing activity to

Gross Domestic Product 19 Yen
JFA = Average floor area per housing start 6
JHS = Annual housing starts 10 units
MW = Average wage in manufacturing industry 100 Yen/month



A proportion of sawmills processing domestically grown

logs were too specialized in production and location to
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assumption is based on the physical relationships between

variables, even for equations where the end use activity

indicator was given by the value of manufacturing in the

Gross National Product. The relationship between physical

inputs and value of output is likely to have changed over

time. Therefore an additional variable associated with end

use activity was included as a right hand side variable.

3.3.3 Supply

Table 3.10 shows the major regions supplying softwood

log and lulniDer to the Japanese market. In 1983, supply from

these regions accounted for 95 % of total softwood

consumption in Japan.

Most of lumber imports arrived as cants and squares,

and were further processed. The activity of re-processing

was not included in the model, even though all estimates of

supply and demand were made at the wholesale market level.

Therefore, for to simulation, equations had to be adjusted

to the equivalent quantities used in trade, i.e., squares,

using appropriate conversion factors. All prices and values

for output were deflated by the Japanese price index of

producer goods (1983 = 1.000).



Ra = Radiata pine; Df = Douglas - fir and Larch;
He = Hem - fir; Ce = Cedars, Sitka Spruce and Redwoods;
Spf = Other North American timbers (Spruce-Pine-Fir);
Ru = Timbers of Russian origin;
Ag = All domestic softwood timbers combined.
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Table 3.10 Determination of Quantities and Prices Traded in
Japan, by Market and Supply Regions

Supply regions Species groups Log market Lumber market

US Df,He, Ce, Spf endogenous endogenous
Canada Df,He,Ce,Spf exogenous endogenous
Alaska He,Ce,Spf exogenous exogenous
Russia Rus endogenous exogenous
New Zealand Rad endogenous endogenous
Chile Rad endogenous exogenous
Japan Ag endogenous endogenous



substitute domestic with imported logs economically. As a

general rule however, processing plants were likely to have

had the possibility of substituting between certain groups
of species to take advantage of market conditions. Such

responses could not be quantified, due to limited
information on their substitution possibilities. Therefore
supply of lumber was specified as:

Qs. = BO + Bl Qs. + B2 (Ps. - labco -P1./cony.)
1 1, 1 1 1

where Qsi is quantity sawn of species i;
PS. is the average price for lumber;
laco are the unit labor costs in processing;
P1. is the average price of logs;
coIv. is the log to lumber conversion factor;
BO . B2 are parameters to be estimated.

The price of supply for Russian and Japanese logs were

specified to be proportionally related to the lumber price.

This relationship was estimated using the functional form

given in equation 2.6. parameter estimates are given in

Table 3.14.

3.4 Canada

3.4.1 Introduction

British Columbia iS a significant producer of wood

products, exporting to the United States, Japan, Australia,

as well as a number of other markets around the world.

British Columbia' large timber resource will ensure that it

remains an important supplier to Pacific Rim and world

markets.

(3.1)
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Table 3.11 Equation and Coefficient Estimates for Japanese

Lumber Supply

Sample period 1966 - 1983.

Species group Intercept lagged margin
supply

Radiata 160.93 .5702 .0156

2
(1.120) (3.442) (2.089)

R = .645, D H =.774, 3SLS, Rho = .426

Douglas-fir 316.80 .9077 .0100

2
(1.714) (12.825) (.776)

R = .868, D H = -.413, 3SLS

Hemlock 1747.55 .5616 .0468

2
(4.996) (6.351) (4.105)

R = .586, D H = -.577, 3SLS

Cedar 213.09 .2242 .0173

(1.987) (1.993) (3.540)

R2 = .268, D H = -1.111, 3SLS

Spruce,Pine,fir -93.343 .4476 .0176

2
(-1.434) (2.630) (2.279)

R = .499, D H = -.611, 3SLS

Russian

R2 = .845,

Japanese

R2 = .941,

291.00
(.5546)

D H = .833,

990. 086
(1.096)

D H = .187,

.8148 .0372
(10.897) (2.017)

3 S LS

.901 .0140
(14.041) (.400)

2 S LS

R2 = Adjusted for degrees of freedom D H = Durbin's H

statistic; Numbers in brackets are t values; 2SLS =

estimated using two stage least squares; 3SLS = estimated

using three stage least squares; Rho = Autocorrelatiofl

coefficient.
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Table 3.12 Elasticity Estimates in Japanese Luimber Demand

Estimated at Sample Means

84

Own price Cross price

Species represented in cross prices:

Douglas-fir
Hemlock
Russian

' ' Japanese

Species 1 year full adjustment 1 year full adjustment

Radiata -1.556 -4.124 1.345 3.566
(2)

Douglas-fir -3.324 -5.132 3.002 4.634
(4)

Hemlock -1.253 -1.253 1.130 1.130
(4)

Cedar -.252 -1.525 .171 1.032
(3)

S.P.F. -1.291 -4.916 .651 2.480
(4)

Russian
Japanese

-.346
-.423

-5.300
-.599

.321

.301
4.908
.465

(1)
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Table 3.13 Short and Long Term Price Elasticity Estimates at

Sample Means for Japan Luauber supply

2.6241.128
3.011Radiata

.278
1.655Douglas-fir

.726
3.013Hemlock

2.338
16.142Cedar

8.918
2.606spruce,Pine,Flr

.483Russian

.053Japanese

Species group 1 year full adjustment



Table 3.14 Log price Feedback Relations in the Japanese
Market. Sample = 1966 - 1983; 2SLS

Price of Russian Logs

PLt - PLt_i = 184.383 + .7436*(PlUmt - Pluinti)
(.5381) (10.071)

R2 = .929, DW = 2.700

Price of Japanese logs

PLt - PLt_i = -354.756 + .5675*(PlUItlt - Plumt_1)
(-.5084) (8.474)

R2 = .838, DW = 2.324

Variable definition: Units

PLt = Price of log at time t Yen/rn3 sawn

Plume = Price of lumber at time t Yen/rn3 sawn
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R2 = Adjusted for degrees of freedom; DW = Durbin - Watson

statistic; Numbers in brackets are t values; 2SLS = estimate

using two stage least squares.
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The province owns most of its forests, furthermore it

exercises some control over supply from private forests by a

ban on log exports. Exceptions to this are allowed where

harvested logs are determined to be in excess to domestic

industry requirements. Log exports have generally been an

insignificant proportion of total log supply (excepting 1983

and 1984), and were therefore specified exogenously.

British Columbia is often considered in terms of two

sub-regions, the Coast and the Interior, which differ in

geographical and economic characteristics (eg. species

composition and cost structures). The coastal forests have

higher proportions of Douglas-fir and Hemlock than the

interior, while forests in the latter region consist

predominantelY of Spruce, Pine and Fir species. Logging in

the coastal region has generally been on steeper country,

associated with higher roading and transportation costs.

Additionally, the processing capacity in the interior are

newer and larger.

Stuinpage prices in British Columbia are generally

derived through residual valuation, by taking account of

market values of products, costs of production and an

allowance for profit. The actual formulation varies by

licensing system. Additionally, licencece holders are

levied an annual rental fee for the land. However stuinpage

and rental charges were estimated to be only a small



proportion of total costs of logs at mill door. Stumpage

and rental costs were estimated to be 2 and 9 percent for

the Coast and Interior respectively. The smaller percentage

for the Coast was due to higher harvesting and

transportation.

Significant quantities of timber were produced and

exported from other Canadian provinces, predominately from

Alberta and eastern regions. These indirectly influenced

Pacific Rim markets through their competitive effect on

British Columbian exports to the United States. The species

types for Eastern Canada were considered to be closely

substitutable in end use with Spruce, Pine and Fir, and

hence considered as part of this species group.

3.4.2 Log Supply fl British Columbia

The log supply function was specified as an average

wood cost for all species at mill door as species

composition in harvests and processing were mainly

determined outside market forces. Cost components within

each region were expected to have changed gradually over

time, with changing harvest condition and location, and with

changes in the components and relative costs of labor and

capital. The overall effects of these were approximated

using time trend variables. Estimated parameters for both

regions are given in Table 3.16. These estimates



Table 3.15 Price Elasticity Estimates of RoundWOOd Supply
in British Columbia at Sample Means

89

Coast 3.401
Interior 3 . 092



Table 3.16 Cost Functions for British Coiu!nbia Log Supply at

Mill Door. Sample = 1964 - 1983; 2SLS

Coast DWC = -143.858 + .000897 QLOG + .7472 YEAR

(-3.420) (1.497) (3.491)

R2 = .423, DW = 1.390

Interior DWC = -503.553 + .000217 QLOG + .94 Ti - .68 T2

(-1.197) (2.713) (6.948) (-5.066)

R2 = .848, DW = 2.278

Variable Definitions
Units

Exogenous
Ti calendar year to 1971, =1971 thereafter

T2 =1971 to 1971, calendar year thereafter

YEAR Calendar year

EndogenOUs 3

DWC Average delivered wood cost at mill door $/m3

QLOG Quantity of roundwood 000 In
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R2 = adjusted for degrees of freedom; DW = Durbin - Watson

statistiC numbers in parentheses below coefficients are

t-valueS 2SLS = estimated using two stage least squareS



suggest an elastic supply response, shown in Table 3.15.

3.4.3 Lumber Supply and Capacity Adjustment

Individual supply functions were estimated for each

species. Lumber supply was related to a processing margin

and a composite variable reflecting available capacity for

the species group. Processors had little opportunity to

substitute between species, as this was predetermined by the

log mix derived from clear felling operations during

harvests. The available capacity for each species was

considered to be a fixed proportion of total capacity.

Lumber supply for each species was specified as :

Q.=Bo+Bl(p1+Pr_w-nwc_dwc/cf) +B2(k*C) (3.2)

where = Quantity of lumber produced of species i, 000 in3;

= Unit value of lumber shipment, 5/rn3 sawn;

Pr = Unit value of residues, 5/in3 sawn;

w = Labor cost, $/m3 sawn;

nwc = non wood costs, $/m3 sawn;

dwc = delivered wood cost, $/rn3 of roundwood;

cf = conversion factor;

= Proportion of species i produced;

C = Lumber production capacity, 000 in3 sawn;

B0...82 are parameters to be estimated.
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The processing margin (M) is given by the sum of all
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variables enclosed by brackets in the middle term.

=> = BO + B1*M1 + 82(kC) (3.3)

Coefficient estimates for supply functions are given in

Tables 3.17 and 3.18. Table 3.19 gives elasticity estimates

at sample means, and Table 3.20 shows the estimated

parameters for capacity adjustment.

The functions for delivered wood cost were initially

written as:

DWC = aO + al( kQ1) + a2 Year (3.4)

where i denotes species subscripts.

which can then be solved directly into the lumber supply

equations for British Columbia.

3.5 United States

3.5.1 Introduction

The United States market affects Pacific Rim trade,

both through its demand for imported lumber and its exports

of logs and lumber products. During periods of reduced

construction activity, or low exchange rates, producers, in

both the western region of the United States and Canada, are

likely to divert shipments from the United States to other



Table 3.17 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for Luuiiber

Supply in British Colujithia

2. Interior

a) QDF =

R2

156.471 + 6.492*M. + .727*k.*C

(.5771) (2.370)1 (7.112k
.833, DW = 1.459, Rho = .456

b) QHEM = -38.435 + 1.578*M. + .872*k.*C

2
(-.654) (1.731)' (10.22)

R = .887, DW = 1.372

C) QCED = 54.356 + 2.785*M. + .711*k.*C

2
(1.605) (8.523)' (9.662

R = .901, DW = 2.616, Rho = -.308

d) QSPF = -1984.69 + 49.93*M. + .973*k.*C

(-2.870) (3.217)' (l9.3d)

= .952, DW = 1.430

dl = 1 for 1964 - 1971, 0 otherWise

d2 = 1 for 1976 - 1979, 0 otherWise
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R2 = adjusted for degrees of freedom; DW = Durbin - Watson

statistic; numbers in parentheses below coefficients are t

ratios; 2SLS = estimated using two stage least squares;

Rho = 1 - .5 DW.

Sample = 1964 - 1983; 2SLS.

1. Coast

a) QDF = 26.971 + 15.01l*M.
'

+ .753*k.*C
(6.127)1

2
(.1324) (3.667)

R = .932, DW = 1.363

b) QHEM = -1208.36 + 48.292*M. + 1.094*k.*C
1 1

2
(-1.084) (4.511)

R = .630, DW = 1.297
(5.608)

c) QCED = 694.234 + 8.462*M. + .381*k.*C
(4937)1

2
(3.515) (5.387)1

R = .770, DW = 1.813

d) QSPF = 140.989 + .6543*M.
(3.318) (.501)

1
+ 45.44*dl + 342.76*d2

(.875) (4.129)

R2 = .633, DW = 1.502



Table 3.18 EquatiOnS and Coefficient Estimates for Luitther

Supply in Eastern Canada

QSPF 807.81 + 42.982*M + .831*C

(1.057) (1.941) (12.77)

= .928, DW = 1.622, Sample 1964 - 1983, 2SLS
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R2 = adjusted for degrees of freedOm DW = Durbin - Watson

statistic; numbers in parentheses below coefficients are t

ratios; 2SLS = estimated using two stage least squares.



Table 3.19 Capacity Adjustment Functions for Canada

Sample = 1967 - 1983; 2SLS.

i. Coast

DeltaC = 45.960 + .571 DeltaC + 1.851 DeltaM

(1.388) (2.626) (
-1) (1.462)

= .362, DH = 2.095

Interior

DeltaC = 213.997 + .705 DeltaC + 1.376 DeltaM

(1.9931) (4.525) ( (.2923)

= .567, DH = .013

Eastern Canada

DeltaC = 130.40 + .792 DeltaC + 6.567 DeltaM

(1.332) (5.286)
1) (2.080)

R2 = .641, DH = 1.484

R2 = adjusted for degrees of freedom; DH = Durbifl'S H

statiSticflU1er5 in parentheses below coefficients are t

ratios; 2SLS = estimated using two stage least squareS
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Table 3.20 Price Elasticity of Supply Estimated at Sample

Means

Douglas-fir Hemlock Cedar SprucePifleFiI
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Coast
Interior

1.199
.351

1.243
.257

.746

.642

.319

.494

.493
Eastern



markets, including those in the Pacific Rim.

A number of econometric models on United States timber

markets have been developed, such as those by McKillop

(1967), Adams and Blackwell (1973), Haynes (1975), Adams

(1977), Adams and HayneS (1980), and Adams et al (1986).

These studies highlighted the regional differences in the

resource base, and in production and transportation costs.

Species differences were not considered and thus lumber was

implicitly assumed to be homogeneous across all regions.

Imports and exports of logs and lumber were generally left

to be determined outside the models. An exception to this

is the explicit treatment of Canadian production in Adams

and Haynes (1980) and Adams et al (1986).

Given the size and complexity of the United States

timber market, a separate specification of this region at

the species level was outside the scope of this study.

Instead, a model of U.S. - Canadian trade (Adams et al.,

1986) was integrated to provide the necessary influences

with domestic activity.

3.5.2 incorporating an Existing Model of U.S. - Canadian

Trade
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Adams et al. (1986) developed a 4 supply and 1 demand

region model of the u.s. logs and lumber marketS, which
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included endogeflous determination of Canadian imports.

Supply relations included functions for capacity adjustment

and stumpage price feedback effects.

For the Pacific Rim Market Model, the equations for the

u.s. sector were adopted from the model developed by Adams

et al., to represent domestic market activity. Excess

demand and supply equations were estimated for u.s. external

trade in logs and lumber, each related to the function for

domestic demand through an appropriate price variable. Thus

in essence, the domestic market was specified as a separate

product class, related to the Pacific Rim species groups

through the appropriate cross price terms. Demand for

domestic products was specified at a less aggregated level

than given in Adams' study, by estimating demand

individually for 5 species groups: imports of Douglas-fir,

Hemlock, Cedar, Spruce-PifleFir and total demand for

domestic species.

All estimates of export quantities and prices were

based on U.S. data. To reconcile with quantities and units

used for other regions, the effects of two factors had to be

considered:

i) Log and lumber scaling methods may differ between

countries, implying officially recognized converSi0fl

factors between board feet measures and metric units



may only be approximate.

ii) Occurrence of measurement errors, including errors

in recording appropriate sources or destination in

import and export statistics, and misspecifiCatiofl of

species groupings.

Some of these factors may have caused consistent

differences fl trade statistics, although they may have

gradually changed over time. Other effects were likely to

have been random. Thus the assumption was made that annual

conversion factors existed for board feet to metric units

for u.s. exports, as expressed in equatiOn 3.4. This is

simply an empirical estimate incorporating all differences

in the conversion factor.

j

cfk,t
k,t
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(3.5)

where cf is the conversion factor N1BF to

are total imports for all countries

endogenously considered, for species k, at

time t, in m3;

are exPorts to countries

endogenously considered, in MMBF.

Some approximations had to be made due to lack of data

on u.s. exports for some of the species groups. For some of
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the years examined, conversion factors so derived clearly

suggested major errors in trade statistics. However in most

cases there was insufficient information to determine where

these were likely to have occurred. Such errors were

therefore accepted as part of the random processes in

estimated equations.

3.5.3 Demand

Adams et al (1986) estimated U.S. demand as a ratio to

end use activity with a three period moving average price

variable and lagged dependent varable. This same functional

form was used in this study in estimation of all u.s. demand

variables, but included in some cases a competitive cross

price term. Estimates were based on the same data sets as

used by Adams, using the sample period 1964 to 1983. Table

3.21 gives short term elasticity estimates and corresponding

values after full adjustment at sample means. Variable

definitions are given in Table 3.22; parameter estimates in

Table 3.23.

3.5.4 West Coast Lumber production and Exports

Lumber producers were expected to sell to the domestic

market, or ship for export, depending to some extent on the

relative prices between markets. However export markets

sometimes require special dimensional specificatbolls not



Table 3.21 Elasticity Estimates for u.s. Demand at Sample

Means
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Species represented in cross prices:

() US domestic
Spruce, Pine, Fir

Species 1 year
own cross price

full adjustment
own cross price

Douglas-fir
HemloCk
Cedar
Spruce,Pine,Fir
US domestic

-.863
-1.345
-.071
-.223
-.234

.814
1.791

.044

-15.100
-4.501
-.289

-1.535
-2 . 508

l4.248
5.993

474(2)



Table 3.22 variable Definition for u.s. Lumber Demand

Variables

A = Index of end use activity for lumber

PCED = Average import value for Canadian Cedar

PDFR = Average import value for Canadian
Douglas-fir

PDOM = u.s. domestic lumber price
PHEM = Average import value for Canadian Hemlock

PSPF = Average import value for Canadian

Spruce, Pine, Fir
QCED = Quantity of Canadian Cedar imports
QDFR = Quantity of Canadian Douglas-fir imports

QDOM = Consumption of domestically produced

lumber
QHEM = Quantity of Canadian Hemlock imports

QSPF = Quantity of Canadian Spruce, Pine, Fir

imports
YEAR = Time trend, as calendar year.

Units

1967 = 100
$/MMBF

$/MMBF
$/MMBF
$/MMBF

MMB F

MMBF
MMBF

M1BF
MMBF

MMBF
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Table 3.23 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for U.S. Lumber Demand

t-2 t-2

PDFR + 1.661*1/3 PDOM

i=t
(.882)

1966 - 1983, 2SLS

PHEMj + 4.884*1/3
(3.230)

1967 - 1983, I2SLS

t-2

2
PCEDj + .0290 YEAR

(3.464)

1966 - 1983, 2SLS

PSPFj

1966 - 1983, 2SLS

t-2

PDOM1

i=t

1. Ln(QDFR/A) = .4693 + .8301 Ln(QDFR/A)t - 3.531*1/3
.

(.448) (4.58) (-1.302)

R2 .627, DH = 1.896, Rho = .415, Sample

2. Ln(QHEM/A) = .8288 + .1031 Ln(QHEM/A)t 1
- 5.442*1/3

(1.921) (.445) (-3.668)

R2 .675, DH = 1.004, Rho = .027, Sample =

3. Ln(QCED/A) = -.5890 + .2654 Ln(QCED/A)t....1 - .2071*1/3
(-3.443) (1.147) (1.147)

R2 = .653, DH = 2.115, Sample =

4. I(QSPF/A) = .7987 + .9144 Ln(QSPF/A)ti - 5.787*1/3
(1.942) (11.329) (-1.764)

R2 = .872, OH = 1.412, Sample =



Table 3.23 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for U.S. Lumber Demand (continued)

t-2 t-2

5. Ln(QUSD/A) = 2.1292 + .7195 Ln(QUSD/A)t_i - .6389*1/3 PUSD + .1876*1/3 PSPF
(1.496) (2.765) (-1.096) it (.266)

= .989, DW = 1.480, Sample = 1967 - 1983, I2SLS

= adjusted for degrees of freedom; DH = Durbin's H statistic; DW = Durbin - Watson
statistic; numbers in parentheses below coefficients are t ratios;

2SLS = estimated using two stage least squares; I2SLS = iterative two stage least
squares; Rho = 1 - .5 DW where 2SLS was used.



used in the domestic market, which may require special

production capabilities. This often required some

committment by producers to the export markets.

A number of past developments were likely to have

occurred that would have encouraged lumber exports. In

1968, a ban was imposed on log exports from National

Forests, and the downturn of the domestic housing industry

in the early 1980's would have induced a number of mills to

diversify their revenue sources by increasing export

activities.

The general form for the estimated lumber export

functions was:

= SO + 3l*P + 52*Pt_l k + 53*pdom (3.6)

where k
is the quantity exported of species k;

is price of species k for export ($/MBF);

Pdom is average domestic lumber price for the

western region ($/MBF);

SO ... S3 are parameters to be estimated.

Own price elasticities can be calculated for either the

current period (e.. or after full adjustment, (e.. f).
11, 1,

The latter implies a steady state condition,

or,



Pt = Pt_i

Therefore,

= BO + (B). + B2) k
+ B3 Pdom (3.7)

dQ/dP = (Bl + B2) * P/Q (3.8)

This is simply the sum of current and lagged period price

elasticities, or

= + e,(t_l) (3.9)

Coefficient estimates for lumber export functions are

given in Table 3.25.

The lumber supply function for the western region

estimated by Adams et al. (1986), included lumber destined

for export markets. That is, expressed at the species

level,

+B2 Cap (3.10)

where N is the processing margifl
Cap is processing capacity;

Q are quantities of lumber produced;

k are the species subscripts, where 1 ... (n-i)

are the species exported.

or,

Q = BO + Bi N + B2 Cap -
n

EquatiOn (3.11) was the form used for simulation.
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Table 3.24 Own and Cross Price Elasticity for U.S. Lumber

Exports Estimated at Sample Means

Species group

Own price
1 period full adjustment

Domestic supply
Price

1.024 -.684
-1.132Douglas-fir .111

HemlOck 1.351 2.148
-1.223

Cedar .418 .621
-1.926

spruce,Pifle,Fir .909 1.971



Table 3.25 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for U.S.

Lumber Exports

Sample = 1966 - 1983; 2SLS.

Douglas-fir

QDFR = 85.042 + .0260 PDFR + .2142 PDFRt 1
- .2743 PDOM

(1.716) (.161) (2.811) (-.920)

R2 = .264, DW = 1.361

Hemlock

QHEM = 112.198 + .4877 PHEM + .2906 PHENt i
- .3891 PDOMt

i

(2.895) (3.110) (1.963) (-2.434) -

- 29.322 D6667 - 153.289 D6678
(-12.422) (-97.238)

R2 = .919, DW = 2.315

Cedar and Redwood

QCED = 44.036 + .0201 PCED + .0091 PCEDt 1
- .0784 PDOM

(3.706) (1.133) (.634) - (-1.759)

- 15.241 D6678
(-11.745)

= .396, DW = 2.197

Spruce, Pines and Firs

QSPF = 192.637 + .2468 PSPF + .2954 PSPF -1
- .6225 PDOM

(6.622) (4.044) (4.787)
t (-4.500)

- 20.119 D6667 - 126.653 D6678
(-1.099) (-10.297)

R2 = .952, DW = 2.471

where D6667 = 1 for 1966 - 1967, 0 otherwise

d6678 = 1 for 1966 - 1978, 0 otherWiSe

R2 = adjusted for degrees of freedom; DW = Durbin - Watson

statistic; numbers in parentheses below coefficients are

t ratios; 2SLS = estimated using two stage least squares
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3.5.5 Log Exports

Log exports were hypothesized to be dependent Ofl price

and the value foregone by not selling to the domestic

market. The domestic price was assumed to be proportional

to the log scale value of the domestic lumber price minus

its processing costs. That is,

PDOM = PLUM - POCO

where PDOM is the proxy variable for domestic market

price for logs in NNBF, log scale;

PLUM is the domestic lumber price in MMBF, log

scale;
poco are the non-wood processing costs, log scale.

Equations and coefficient estimates for log export

functions are given in Table 3.27.

3.6 Chile

3.6.1 IntroductiOn

Chilean supply is expected to increase in importance in

Pacific Rim markets, in line with the increasing area under

plantation management These plantations consist mainly of

Radiata pine. A large proportion of this resource is in

immature age classes, but will become suitable for harvest

from the mid 1990'S. This corresponds closely to the period

in which New Zealand production is expected to increase.

Significant
quantities of Chilean logs and lumber are
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Table 3.26 Price Elasticities for U.S. Log Exports,

Estimated at Sample Means

Domestic
Own price lumber price

110

Douglas-fir 1.737 -.560

Hemlock .073 -.099

Cedar .743 -1.202

Spruce,Pifle,Fir .265



Table 3.27 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for U.S.Log

Exports. Sample = 1966 - 1983; 2SLS.

2. Heii1ock

QHEM = 1061.12 + .2625 PHEM
(5.270) (.488)
+ 386.22 D6479

(4.615)

= .509, DW = 2.268

3. Cedar

QCED = 11.469 + .3559 PCED - 1.071 PDOMt_i
(.149) (2.400) (-2.242)

+ 343.37 D6681
(6.249)

R2 = .639, DW = 2.389, Rho = -.283

4. SpruCe, Pine, Fir

QSPF = 21675.6 + .0437 PSPF
(7.34) (.967)
- 38.575 D6679
(-2.330)

R2 = .802, DW = 2.356

where D6667 = 1 for 1966
D6679 = 1 for 1966
D6681 = 1 for 1966

- 1.991 PDOMt_i
(-1.280)

- .5323 PDOMt_i
(-.437)

- 10.932 YEAR - 105.04 D6667
(-7.322) (-6.072)

- 1967,
- 1979,
- 1981,

0 otherwiSe
0 otherWise
0 otherWise

- 1.577 D6667
(-.119)

- 503.29 D6667
(-3.352)

- 93.350 D6667
(-1.728)

111

R2 = adjusted for degrees of freedom; DW = Durbin - Watson

statistic; numbers in parentheses below coefficients are

t ratios; 2SLS = estimated using two stage least squareS

Rho = 1 - .5 DW.

1. Douglas-fir

QDFR = 515.606 + 3.479 PDF
(2.818) (6.218)
- 744.74 D6681
(-5.196)

R2 = .882, DW = 2.405



exported to the Japanese market, where it competes with New

Zealand Radiata pine. Chilean producers also export to

other South America countries and European markets.

3.6.2 Supply and Demand for Radiata Pine Logs

Little information could be obtained during the course

of this study on economic variables affecting supply and

demand in Chile. However detailed inventory and yield data

were available for 1985, which allowed the development of a

short term marginal cost function for log supply associated

with an inventory supply model, similarly to the one

described for the New Zealand sector. The marginal cost

species was estimated. This

demand in roundwood form, to

domestic demand for sawlogs.

exports of logs to countries

exogeflOuslY determined. The

domestic lumber demand are given in Table 3.29.
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for supply was calibrated for 1986, using values as
function

reported in Table 3.28. Using this data, the marginal cost

function has a price elasticity of .62, at 4,000,000 in3.

The schedule for total lumber demand for all domestic

function was then converted to

provide an estimate for

Total lumber exports, and

outside the Pacific Rim, were

parameter estimates for

parameter estimates for Chilean demand have the correct

signs. Elasticity estimates for price at sample means was
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-.34, and .90 for Gross Domestic product. These are within

expected range. Thus, although the estimated equation was

found to be insignificant, it was included in the model.

This was preferred to the alternative of specifying demand

exogenously. The small number of observations in the

sample is thought to be a major factor in the low R2

values reported.



Table 3.28 Variables fl Chilean Sawlog Supply for 1986

Average cost of supply 33 US$/m
Minimum cost of supply 0 US$/m
Minimum harvest age 26 years

sawlog proportion in harvests .66

Period of harvest area control 10 years
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Table 3.29 Equations and Coefficient Estimates for Chilean
Lumber Demand

QDTOT = 395.813 - .05892 Plum + .2691 GDP
(1.143) (-1.292) (1.639)

R2 = .059, DW 2.67, Sample 1970 - 1981, OLS

Numbers in brackets are t-values.

Variable definition: Units

QDTOT = Total chilean lumber consumptIon 0003m3

Plum = Average lumber price in Santiago P/rn

GDP = Gross domestic product 100 mill. TJS$

Elasticity estimates at sample means:

Price -.34
Gross domestic product .90
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4. VALIDATION

Validation is a means of testing and assessing the

quality of the information provided by the model. It can

guide the user in evaluating the usefulness of simulation

results to answer a specific problem. Validation procedures

are used to guide model development and to test hypotheses

used in model specification. In both cases, the study

objectives provide the terms of reference for the validation

process.

The Pacific Rim Model is comprehensive in its

specification and has a diverse range of potential

applications, such forecasting, policy analysis, and

enlightment of market behavior. This wide range of uses is

not coincidental; development of such large models are

usually made cost effective only through their flexibility

in application. Of central concern however, is the ability

of the model to provide information on the behavior and

likely future development of Radiata pine markets.

There is no single measure that can be used as a means

to fully validate a model. Models must satisfy a range of

criteria ti assure confidence in the appropriateness of the

model structure and its ability to accurately simulate real

world phenomena. These criteria affect every area of the
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model and are tested at each stage of model development.

For example, in model specification, alternate hypotheses

for market structure had to be evaluated. This evaluation

process led to the adoption of separate lumber demand

equations for each species group. Theoretical requirements

and results from previous studies provided some prior nideas

on the relationships between the variables, the signs, and

size of the coefficients. These were then validated against

historical data during coefficient estimation. Validation

also included taking account of goodness of fit of

individual equations, as given by the t-statistics and R2

values.

Model performance is also strongly dependent on the

interactions between individual equations, and the

cumulative effects of dynamic variables in multiperiod

simulations. A wide variety of procedures are available for

validation at this level. For example models can be

simulated over the historical period to test their ability

to track the actual values for the endogenouS variables.

This can be quantified using test statistics such as Theil'S

inequality coefficient (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1981) or

graphically analyzed, by comparing actual and simulated time

paths of the endogenous variables. The robustness of the

model solution can be tested by using different starting

dates for simulations over the historical period. These

tests can be extended by analyzing the sensitivity of the
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solution to small changes in estimated coefficients. Other

tests on the model can be made through policy analysis, or

by observing model behavior in response to changes in one of

the exogenous variables, and assessing whether outcomes are

in line with expectations.

Results from validation may show the need to

re-evaluate certain hypotheses on market behavior and may

lead to respecificati.0fl of some behavioral relations.

Validation provides the necesSarY feedback to test and

improve model performance, and is therefore an integral part

of the model development process.

4.1 Historical Simulation

The period 1967 - 1983 was used for the historical

simulation. This was the longest period for which a

complete data set was available for all econometrically

estimated relationships. The length of this period was

shorter than the length of the projection period for which

the model was to be used in policy analyses. However, it

was considered to be sufficiently long to give indications

on of the stability of solutiOnS, and the model's ability to

track quantity and price levels over an extended period of

time. The historical sample included the high growth

periods of 1966-1967 and 1977-1978, as well as the

recessions of 1974 and 1981-1982. Therefore these two
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complete economiC cycles provided considerable variation in

market influences from exogenous factors. There was also

one major structural change in the world economy associated

with the 1974 energy crisis.

The inventory supply models for New Zealand and Chile

could not be used for historical simulations. There were no

records available of sufficient detail from which previous

harvesting patterns and age-class distributions could be

reconstructed. In addition, New Zealand historical supply

was not likely to have reflected movements along the

marginal costs curve, as was hypothesized to occur for

future supply. Therefore log supply from both regions was

specified exogenOUslY.

Simulation results were graphically analyzed for their

ability to track actual price and quantity levels, and

follow major turning points. Theil's inequalitY coefficient

was calculated to provide a quantitative measure of the

relative performance for each of the demand and supply

equations. This statistic (as given in Pindyck and

Rubinfeld (1981)) is defined as:



U =

[l/T

T

[l/T *j (Y5 a)2)O.5

i=l

T T
)2)]O.5
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where T = is the nuinber of periods in the simulation;
= simulated level for the variable Y;
= actual level.

The values of this coefficient will always fall between

o and 1. A perfect fit between sim.ulated and actual values

will give a u statistic value of 0, while the worst model

performance is given by U being equal to 1.

4.1.2 Radiata Pine

Actual and simulated quantities and prices for the

Radiata pine markets are given in Figure 4.1. The values

for the corresponding u statistic are given in Table 4.1.

Generally the model predicted the average quantity and price

levels, as well as some of the peaks and troughs. On

average, New Zealand lumber consumption was under estimated,

with price following a fairly erratic pattern. In many

instances, price over estimates correspond to under

estimates in consumption, possibly indicating that

prediction errors were largely caused by influences from

other behavioral relations. New Zealand luriber supply

showed a consistent small overestimate, but closely followed

i=1 i=1
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Lumber market

Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Price in
Price in
Price in

Log market

demanded in New Zealand
demanded in Australia
demanded in Japan
processed in New Zealand
processed in Japan
New Zealand
Australia
Japan

log exports from New Zealand
exports from New Zealand
imports in Japan

0.074
0. 058
0. 092
0.019
0.139
0.037
0.030
0. 057

0.216
0.130
0.068
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Table 4.1 Values for Theil's Inequality Coefficient for the
Endogenous Variables in the Markets for Radiata Pine

9. Quantity of
10. Price of log
11. Price of log

Equation U statistic
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major trends and turning points. There was also good

correspondence between actual and simulated quantities and

prices for the Australian lumber market and in Japanese

consumption and price. More variable results were

experienced with Japanese lumber production, but simulated

values followed the pattern given by the general economic

cycle. This may reflect the difficulties experienced in

estimating significant relationships for lumber production.

The coefficients associated with the margin term often had

large standard errors, which may have reduced the accuracy

of transmitted price signals between lumber and log

markets.

For the period before 1974, the model gave only

indications of the price levels that existed in the Japanese

log market. Simulated New Zealand log exports follow the

average levels, but the model was not able to predict

increases in exports during the period 1976 to 1978. This

was not unexpected, as factors affecting log exports were

less well understOod than those affecting lumber markets.

This lack of prior ideas combined with lack of detail in the

available data, confined the log export portion of the

market to a very simple behavioral relationship. For

example, log exports were often used as an outlet for

unmarketable timber such as that derived from salvaged

windthrown timber. This material tended to be of inferior

quality and was usually destined to be processed into pulp,



rather than lumber products.

4.1.3 Douglas-fir

Simulation results of some of the endogenous variables

for Douglas-fir in the historical period are shown

graphically in Figure 4.2, and values for the U-statistics

are given in Table 4.2. In most cases the predicted values

followed the levels for actual values. The exception was

lumber production from interior British Columbia, in which

simulated results show a sharp upturn in production after

1981, rather than the decrease actually experienced between

1979 to 1982. The simulated prices for most equations show

an oscillating pattern, with oscillations correlated across

all regions. Such large price swings may have been caused

by unrealistically slow adjustment of one or more equations

to price changes, causing prices to overshoot their actual

levels. Results for both Japanese lumber production and

import demand by the United States showed that less than 20%

of total adjustments took place in the current period.

Additionally, the functional forms for supply from British

Columbia regions may have caused supply for a given species

to be excessively influenced by conditions in markets for

other species. Similar effects may have been produced by

crossprice terms in demand equations. This could be tested

by replacing these equations by simpler forms with no

cross price terms.
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Table 4.2 Values for Theil's Inequality Coefficient for the Endogenous Variables in the

Markets for Douglas-fir, Hemlock, Cedar and Spruce-Pine-Fir

Lumber market

U statistic

Spruce,
Douglas-fir Hemlock Cedar Pine,Fir

Quantity of lumber demanded in Japan
Price of lumber in Japan
Quantity processed in Japan
Quantity of lumber demanded in Australia
Price of lumber in Australia
Quantity of lumber imported in the U.S.
Price of U.S. lumber imports
Quantity of lumber processed in B.C. coast
Price of lumber in B.C. coast
Quantity of lumber processed in B.C. interior
Price of lumber in B.C. interior
Quantity of lumber processed in E. Canada
Price of lumber in E. Canada
Quantity of lumber exports from U.S.
Price of lumber exports from U.S.

0.115
0.104
0.110
0.068
0.092
0.109
0.154
0.139
0.125
0.088
0.163

0.170
0.120

0.073
0.074
0.072
0.230
0.130
0.133
0.123
0.112
0.111
0.138
0.591

0.572
0.081

0.110
0.143
0.122
0.105
0.193
0.063
0.297
0.097
0.236
0.087
0.207

0.574
0.186

0.503
0.108
0.158

0.106
0.135
0.179
0.469
0.104
0.148
0.108
0.136
0.955
0.143
0.156

Log market

Price of log imports in Japan
Quantity of log exports from U.S.
Price of log exports from U.S.

0.047
0. 114
0.071

0.124
0.079
0.186

0. 164
0.204
0.253

0.203
0. 156
0.184



4.1.4 Hemlock

Theil's inequality coefficients for the historical

simulation for Hemlock are given in table 4.2. Graphical

analyses indicated a reasonable correspondence between

actual and predicted quantities processed and consumed for

the Japanese market, and actual turning points were

generally matched. As with Douglas-fir, simulated price

behavior exhibited an oscillating pattern, for the reasons

explained earlier with respect to the market for

Douglas-fir. On the average, Japanese processing was under

predicted, but the bias tended to remain at constant levels.

simulated production in coastal British Columbia followed

actual levels closely after 1973, but greatly over predicted

for earlier periods. The opposite seemed to be the case for

Interior British Columbia, where production was considerably

over predicted, particularly after 1981, with prices

increasing to unrealistic levels, production quantities for

Hemlock were relatively small compared to total production

and consumptiOn in the Interior, and results from predicted

trade flows indicated all supply of this species from this

region flowing to demand centers outside the Pacific Rim

markets. These were represented by an exogenous demand

sink. Hence in this case production for Hemlock was not

limited by price, Predicted prices for west coast log and

lumber exports followed actual levels reasonably closely,

though quantity of lumber exports were poorly predicted.
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4.1.5 Cedar

Results of the historical simulation for the Cedar

group of timbers reflected the difficulty experienced in

estimating the appropriate supply and demand relationships.

Cedars made up perhaps the most heterogeflOus group, as

reflected by the price variability that existed between

grades and individual species, and average values between

regions. For example, average production prices in Canada

were higher than average import prices in the United States.

Japan imports included such highly valued species as Port

Orford Cedar and Redwoods, which were produced exciusivelyin

the United States. These higher valued species were not

significant in Australian imports. Additionally, some

functional specifications may have been too simplistic given

the diverse range of end uses for this group, particularly

in Japan, where demand existed for many specialty uses.

Theil U statistics for Cedar relations are reported in Table

4.2.

4 1 6 spruce-PifleFir

Theil U statistics for the results of historical

simulations are reported in Table 4.2. Graphical analyses

of the behavior of endogenOus variables indicated there was

reasonably good correlation between simulated and actual
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quantities for major supply and demand regions. Turning

points were represented in simulated United States imports,

although quantities were consistently over predicted,

particularly for the period 1981 - 1983. This also

corresponded closely to the patterns observed for simulated

production in Interior British Columbia. Simulated

production changes for coastal British Columbia closely

followed actual changes, although the earlier part of the

simulation period was over predicted. Simulated exports for

Eastern Canada to the United States follow the general trend

and turning points, but on average they over predicted

quantities, particlularly for the period 1969 - 1977.

simulated prices followed the general turning points given

actual prices, but an oscillating pattern was evident,

similar to other simulated North Muerican species. The

Japanese market was poorly simulated, but the

spruce-PifleFir group was relatively unimportant in this

market, with consumption levels decreasing almost

contiriOUSlY since 1970, mostly due to decreasing log exports

from the United States. A significant proportion of lumber

for this species group was used for high valued end uses.

As a product, this group differed considerably across

regions.

4.1.7 japanese and Russian Species

The simulated levels of Japanese production and
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consumption closely followed actual levels. Simulated

production of luither from logs of Russian origin generally

indicated the major turning points, but the effect was

considerably dampened relative to actual changes, for both

increases and decreases in production. Simulated prices for

both species groups exhibited strongly correlated patterns.

The most likely explanation seems to be excessive price

sensitivity to production and consumption activities in

other species. Table 4.3 gives the corresponding U

statistics for these two species groups.

4.1.8 Other Species

This species group included predominately species

produced in the United States market for domestic

consumption. Supply and demand equations for this market

were adopted from Adams et al (1986), however demand

coefficients were re-estimated for the period 1964 - 1983,

with a cross price term for the Spruce-Pine-Fir group.

Western supply was adjusted by subtracting lumber exports.

U statistics are given in Table 4.4. The predicted

quantities and prices closely tracked actual values, and

most major turning points are represented. Consumption and

western production were overestimated for the period 1979 -

1982, but closely approached actual values for 1983.



Table 4.3 Values for Theil's InequalitY Coefficient for

the EndogenOus Variables in the Markets for Japanese and

Russian Timbers
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u values

Japanese species

1. ConsumptiOn in Japan 0.023
0.125

2. Price of lumber

Russian species

3. production in Japan 0.103
0.139

4. price of lumber



Table 4.4 Values for Theil's Inequality Coefficient for
the Endogenous Variables in the Markets for U.S. Domestic
Species

U values
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i. Consumption
2. Price of lumber
3. Western Production
4. Price of lumber in western region

0.046
0.065
0.063
0.074



4.1.9 Aggregates

Simulated production and consumption were aggregated

for a number of regions and compared with total actual

values. Results are shown in Figure 4.3, and U statistics

in Table 4.5. For the Japanese log and lumber market,

predicted levels follow actual levels closely except for the

period 1977 - 1979, where the model failed to reflect the

increase in demand experienced during this period. Total

Australian imports were predicted close to actual levels,

with all major turning points represented. United States

imports were generally over predicted, but the results

reflected the major turning points. Total British Columbia

production for the coastal region was over predicted for the

period 1967 to 1973, but in later periods predicted levels

were close to actual. Actual production for Interior

British Columbia was predicted quite well for the earlier

periods, but the model greatly over predicted production for

the 1981 to 1983 period, and it failed to respond to the

1980 to 1982 downturn.

4.1.10 Conclusions

A number of relationships behaved rather poorly during

the historical simulation. The main problems related to

stability in the dynamic behavior of endogenous variables.

This S partly attributable to the small price elasticities,
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Table 4.5 Values for Theil's Inequality Coefficient for

Total Quantities

U values

ConsumptiOn of imported timber in Japan 0.064

Japanese log imports of Radiata,
Douglas-fir, Hemlock, Cedars and
Spruce-Pine-Fir 0.083

Total Autralian imports 0.046

Total U.S. imports 0.088

Total production B.C. Coast 0.115

Total production B.C. Interior 0.102
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making results sensitive to quantity changes. There were

also many instances of low correlations between actual and

simulated turning points. However most equations were able

to predict actual levels, and respond to factors causing

increasing or decreasing levels of the endogenous variables.

Simulation results for the Radiata pine market were perhaps

most closely related to actual market behavior. This should

not be surprising, as this was the species group that was

specified most comprehensively. In view of these results,

projections and policy simulations could provide useful

insights into market behavior and future policy issues,

particularly those affecting the Radiata pine market.

4.2 Projections and Policy Simulations

4.2.1 Baseline Projection to 2010

A baseline simulation was run for the period 1983 to

2010. Except for the period 1983 to 1987, where values

based on real data where used when possible, assumed values

for the exogenous variables were used. For example, New

Zealand Gross National Product (GNP) was assmned to grow by

2.5 percent annually and population by 1 percent. In Japan,

a 3 percent growth in the national product of the

manufacturing sector was assumed, and housing starts

increased then leveled off at an annual rate of 1.5 million

units after 1987. A full list of assumed values of
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exogenous variables for the baseline simulation is given in

Appendix A. The values chosen were not intended to reflect

best available estimates for their associated variables, but

were used to establish a set of predictions under a

realistic scenario, and to illustrate model behavior and

identify problems in the projections.

Of major interest were the effects of market prices

and quantities on future harvest levels of Radiata pine in

both New Zealand and Chile. The inventory supply models for

these regions were used in the simulations starting in 1986.

The starting year for model simulation was chosen to be 1983

as it represented the last year for which a full set of

historical values was available for all exogenous variables.

A summary of results for the Radiata pine market is given in

Table 4.6. These results strongly reflect the impact of

large supply increases in Chile and New Zealand on the price

of timber. It is important to remember that these results

are conditional on assumptions made about market demand

outside the model. For example, levels of New Zealand

lumber exports to other countries were assumed to remain

constant, while exogenous log exports were assumed to

increase by io percent per annum, reflecting in part

expectations of a possible increase in exports to China.

Additionally, the proportion of total harvested volumes

recovered as sawlog volume was fixed over this period for

both Chile and New Zealand.



1983 1987 1999 2010

Lumber market

Quantities (000 in3)

NZ consumptiOn 1286 1021 1685 2581

NZ production 1789 1984 2689 3176

NZ exports to Australia 167 211 155 195

NZ exports to Japan 336 752 849 400

Total consumption in Japan 743 1419 1948 3187

Prices 3
New Zealand ($NZ/ )

164.24 159.28 138.6 121.78

Australia ($A/i ) 190.48 216.76 199.26 185.23

Japan (/m ) 38843 32889 29453 26831

Loq market

a) Quantities
Total supply in NZ 3933 4722 6188 7317

Total supply in Chile 4140 6977 11403

NZ exports to Japan 482 353 266 321

Chilean exports to Japan 371 504 243

b) prices 3
New Zealand ($NZ/ni3)

Chile ($US/in )

46.06 20.21 15.43

34.71 13.29 9.02
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Table 4.6 Radiata Pine Baseline Market projections for 1983

1987, 1999 and 2010
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In the lumber market, simulation results projected

Zealand domestic consumption of Radiata pine to increase

from about 1 million m3 to 2.6 million m3 between 1987 and

2010, although the 1987 projected figure was about 30

percent below actual consumption for 1983. As a result of

the large downward shift in the supply schedule, domestic

prices have been estimated to fall from NZ$ 159 to NZ$ 122

per cubic meter. Total consumptiOn of Radiata lumber in

Japan was projected to almost double by the end of the

period, because of higher levels of end use activity, and an

18 percent decline in prices.

New Zealand total log exports and exports to Japan are

shown in Figure 4.4. Total exports were estimated to

further decline in the short term as a result of temporary

imbalances in mature inventory, before increasing and

returning to 1987 levels by 1999. The model again indicated

decreases in log exports after 2003, due to a reduction in

the rate of price decreases, resulting from further

inventory imbalances. The baseline assumption was that

afforestation activity would cease by 1987 due to

termination of subsidies for forest establishment. This

would influence future harvesting activities after 2003,

given a general objective by forest owners of some

approximation of a io year harvest regulation for age

classes 18 years and older. Chilean log supply was

projected to increase dramatically, as a result of
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increasingly larger markets outside the Pacific Rim region

for Chilean sawlogs. Total sawlog supply in Chile was

projected to surpass New Zealand production by 1999,

increasing another 60 percent by 2010, or one and a half

times that of New Zealand. Economic factors however

precluded both these countries from realizing their

production potential, resulting in a build up of inventory

in harvestable age classes. Figure 4.5 shows this build up

by the increase in estimated standing log volumes in Chile

and New Zealand for those age classes at and above the

minimum harvestable age of 24 and 28 years respectively, for

the years 1987, 1999, and 2010.

A summary of aggregate market activity for other

species is given in Table 4.7. For Australia, total lumber

imports closely mirror assumptions made about activity in

the housing industry, as domestic sawnwood production was

not assumed to change significantly. Increases in imports

were projected to continue to 1991, followed by a decline,

before stabilizing at levels 60 percent of those at the

start of the period.

Actual housing starts in Japan increased by 32 percent

between 1983 and 1987. Levels after 1987 were assumed to

remain at these higher values. Additionally, by 1987 the

Japanese Yen had appreciated by 27 percent against the

United States dollar in real terms, resulting in a total
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Figure 4.5 Projected standing Log Volumes For Radiata Pine

in New Zealand and Chile



Table 4.7 Summary of Aggregates Narket Activity for 1983,

1987, 1999 and 2010. (000 m )

Australia
Total imports

Japan
Lumber consumptiOn
Consumption of North American
species & Radiata Pine

Lumber supply from N. A.
logs & Radiata Pine

Canada
Total production - Coast
Total Production - Interior
Eastern supply to U.S.

United States
Consumption from domestic
sources

Imports from Canada
Douglas-fir
Hemlock
Cedar
S-P-F
Total
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1983 1987 1999 2010

774 1021 588 587

29995 38692 32691 24256

13620 21977 17550 11873

11777 13873 12958 9012

11102 15449 13944 15647

24407 27448 44083 65884
10920 13622 18902 24362

60317 64233 69391 74071

1250 109 101 1609

2169 507 1798 3700

2023 2312 2889 3542

22434 28260 45604 68262

27876 31188 50392 77113
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increase of 33 percent in estimated consumption of Radiata

pine and North American timber. Between 1987 and 2010,

total consumption in Japan was estimated to decline by 35

percent, due to increasing wage costs both in the sawmilling

industry and in construction, and no changes in housing

starts. This resulted in a higher rate of substitution to

other materials. Trends for total consumption of lumber

from Radiata pine and North American species, and the

quantities of these processed in Japan from imported logs,

are given in Figure 4.6. Model results indicated that most

demand increases would be taken up by North American timber

and Radiata pine, largely imported in processed form.

Production levels in coastal British Columbia strongly

reflected changes in Japanese demand for 1983 to 1987, as

end use activity in the United States and other exports were

assumed to grow at constant rates. Lumber production

between 1983 and 2010 was projected to remain at

approximately current levels, while in the interior this was

projected to increase by more than 100 percent between 1987

and 2010, largely due to the effects of rapidly increasing

demand in the United States market for the Spruce-Pine-Fir

group. Increases in United States demand also yielded a 70

percent increase in imports from Eastern Canada between 1987

and 2010.

Increased market activity in Japan and the weaker
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United States dollar during 1987, resulted in most of

projected British Columbia production of Douglas-fir and

Hemlock being diverted to the Japanese market. This was

found to be largely due to the high import demand

elasticities estimated for the United States for these

species. Demand for imported Spruce-pine-fir was projected

to increase rapidly and almost equal consumption of

domestically produced lumber by 2010. Thus as shown by

these examples, results for United States imports were

unsatisfactory.

4.2.2 sensitivity of Baseline Projection to a 10 Percent

Decline in the New Zealand Exchange Rate

Exchange rates influence price competitiveness between

countries and are therefore important variables affecting

trade. According to the theory of purchasing power parity

(PPP), movements in nominal rates should fully adjust for

inflationary differentials, resulting in constant real

exchange rates. In practice this may not hold. For example

the estimated average real exchange rate for Japan in 1966

was 313 Yen/U.S. dollar, declining to 201 Yen by 1986.

Deviations from PPP could be attributed to structural

changes in regional economies. However such factors are

difficult to quantify. The gradual deregulation and

restruCtUring of the New Zealand economy, particularlY

changes in corporate tax structure and removal of all



restrictions in financial markets, make for tenuous

predictions of future exchange rates. It is therefore of

interest to investigate the relative sensitivity of the

baseline Radiata pine market projections to alternate

assumptions for future exchange rates.

It is possible to conduct simple static analysis using

elasticity estimates to give indications of the relative

price changes in timber markets resulting from changes in

exchange rates. The analysis however becomes more

complicated when more than one market level is considered,

particularly where each is exposed to foreign trade. A more

comprehensive analysis would also account for dynamic

factors, which arise out of lags in demand and supply

behavior, and future capacity changes resulting from changes

in processing margins. Additionally, future supply

schedules are likely to be affected in the long term by

changes in current harvesting and planting rates attributed

to changes in log demand.

A decrease in a country's exchange rate is expected to

result in lower prices when expressed in the numeraire

currency. A graphical analysis of the short term effects

for the lumber market in a one supply and two demand region

world, is given in Figure 4.7. Export demand is given by

DE,
domestic demand by DD and total demand by D, while

the supply schedule is given by S. A devaluation shifts
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In percentage terms, these results show New Zealand

157

supply and demand schedules for the particular region

downward, given by S' and DD'. Similarly, total demand

shifts downward but by a smaller amount to D'. As a result

the equilibrium price decreases to P', resulting in

increased exports, given by CE'' lower domestic consumption

levels at D' and an increase in supply from Q to Q'. The

change in equilibrium price is less than given by the rate

of devaluation, due to positively valued supply

elasticities. Thus in terms of local currency, prices are

increased. A similar analysis for the log market would show

a downward shift in the log supply schedule and higher

prices in local terms, negating to some extent the outward

shift in its lumber supply schedule. This analysis could be

extended to consider further feedback effects in export

markets: decreased lumber prices in an importing country

lead to reduced log demand, which in turn affect log supply

in all exporting regions.

The effects of exchange rates on Radiata pine markets

was simulated for 1988 to 2010. The starting point to the

simulation was 1983, to ensure consistency with the baseline

results. The current simulations differed by assuming a 10

percent lower value for the U.S. to New Zealand dollar,

starting from 1988. Results for these projections are given

in Table 4.8.



(Price changes based on u.s. dollars)
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Table 4.8 Effects on Baseline
Reduction in the New Zealand
Radiata pine

percentage
1988

Projections
Exchange

of a io percent
Rate on Markets for

change
1999 2010

-6.4Lumber consuinpt ion
New Zealand -3.8 -8.0

6.2
Australia 5.4 7.1

5.1
Japan 2.8 6.6

Lumber production 0.9
New Zealand 1.5 1.0

Lumber prices -3.1
New Zealand -4.0 -3.2

Log market
Japanese demand -2.8 -5.6 -6.9

New Zealand exports
to Japan 21.1 67.3 63.6

Log prices
New Zealand -6.3 -3.7 -4.8
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lumber supply to be the variable least affected by currency

assumptionS, showing an increase of about one percent over

baseline projections. This can be explained in that effects

on supply through increased demand (based Ofl local currency

terms), are offset by a reduction in domestiC demand. The

domestic lumber price decreased by 3 to 4 percent in U.S.$

which translates to an increase of about 6 to 7 percent in

New Zealand dollars. This result illustrates the general

view that inflationarY pressure are increased in a country

with a devaluing currency.

The most sensitive variable to exchange rate

assumptions was New Zealand log exports. Mter one period a

10 percent reduction in the exchange rate led to a 21

percent increase in exports, which by 1999 and 2010

increased to 64 percent above of baseline levels, with price

increases, as expressed in New Zealand dollars, of 3 to 7

percent. This supply response is larger than expected.

This can be attributed largely to strongly inelastic demand

for Radiata logs in Japan. Thus a downward shift in the log

supply schedule mainly affects price, resulting in large

substitution of Chilean logs by New Zealand supply.

4.2.3 Effects of Reduced United States Lumber Demand on

Markets for Radiata pine

The United States lumber markets influence Pacific Rim



destination, that is after adjustments have

transportation costs. Total New Zealand

given by line S, while DA, D and DN are

curves for radiata pine for regions A, J

the baseline scenario. Total demand for
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trade by determining quantities of logs and lumber available

for exports, as well as by consuming major quantities of

Canadian lumber thus affecting Canadian exports to other

regions. Competing producers generallY become more aware of

this influence during times of reduced lumber demand, as

this increases competition for market share in Pacific Rim

regions. Lower prices for North American imports are

expected to lead to some substitUtiOn of North American

species, thus affecting demand for Radiata pine.

Lower prices in export markets for North American

timber are likely to result in lower exports from New

Zealand and higher domestic lumber corisuiiiPtiofl. However the

North American effect on Radiata pine consumption in

Australia and Japan is ambiguOUS. Depending on the

substitution effect in demand and the elasticity of New

Zealand supply, it can either increase or decrease lumber

imports from New Zealand. Radiata pine lumber prices

however are always expected to be lower in all regions.

This situation is depicted in FigUre 4.8, in which all

demand and supply curves are shown in values at a common

been made for

lumber suppiY is

lumber demand

and N as given for

Radiata pine is
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given by line D. Regions A and J also import significant

quantities of timber from North America. Lower prices for

these result in a downward shift in their demand functions

for Radiata pine. Thus total demand must also shift

downwards as given by D', resulting in a lower equilibrium

price at I". For the case illustrated, regions A and N

increase Radiata pine consumption to and

respectively, while region J reduces its consumptiOn to Q'.

The baseline simulation assumed constant growth in

United States end use activity at an annual rate of 3

percent. To observe the effect of a lower demand scenario

on Radiata pine markets, growth in lumber consuming sectors

in the United States was reduced to 1 percent per annum

between 1989 and 1998 (as shown in appendix A). After 1998,

relative growth in end use activity were assumed to return

to previous levels, however values for absolute demand

remained lower through the end of the simulation period

relative to those given for the base case.

Table 4.9 gives a comparison of results of the current

scenario with the base case for the Radiata pine markets.

As expected, these show an increase in New Zealand lumber

consumptiOn for 1999 and 2010, and lower prices. In 1999,

lumber production in New Zealand was lower for the current

scenario by about one half of one percent, exports to

Australia increased by one half percent, while exports to



Table 4.9 Effects of Low Growth in u.s. Demand for Lumber Between

1989 and 1999, on pacific Rim Markets for Radiata Pine

1987
Base current

scenario

1999
Base current

scenario

2010
Base current

scenario

Lumber consumption (000 m3)
2692

New Zealand 1021 1021 1685 1721 2581
213

Australia 211 211 155 162 195
2990

Japan 1419 1419 1948 1866 3187

Lumber production (000 m3)
3176 3152

New Zealand 1984 1984 2689 2676

Lumber prices ($US/m3) 97.19 91.81
New Zealand 131.01 131.01 110.62 107.74

154.03
Australia 194.23 194.23 173.38 170.61 161.17

145.55
Japan 186.49 186.49 166.15 163.48 151.35

Lo market (000 in3) 507
Japanese demand 724 724 770 734 564

337
New Zealand exports 353 353 266 266 321

170
Chilean exports 371 371 504 468 243

J.og prices ($US/m3) 12.31 12.23
New Zealand 37.89 37.89 16.13 16.03

8.93
Chile 34.71 34.71 13.29 13.19 9.02



Japan decreased by slightly less than one half percent.

Japanese demand for radiata pine logs in 1999 was less

by one half of one percent, and one percent by 2010. Lower

prices affected imports from Chile to a greater extent than

those from New Zealand, allowing New Zealand exports to show

a larger market share, and even increase in absolute value

after 1999. This result is illustrated in Figure 4.9.

Total log supply for both Chile and New Zealand is given by

line ST, and total Japanese demand by D. SN and S

represent the supply functions for New Zealand and Chilean

log exports to Japan. Lower prices for North American

timber shifts the total demand curve for Radiata pine logs

downward. Lower prices increase Chilean supply to its

domestic market and to some of its other export markets,

shifting its log export function to Japan upwards. The log

export function for New Zealand was subject to two effects:

an upward shift for the same reasons as given for the

Chilean case, and a downward shift due to lower domestic

lumber production. This latter effect predominated in the

current scenario, resulting in a net downward shift. Thus

after 1999, New Zealand was shown to increase its exports to

Japan to N''
while Chile's was reduced to & This

analysis however assumeS no effect Ofl Chilean lumber exports

due to a lack of a lumber supply function. Allowing

hj1eaflsUpPly to respond to changes in the log market may

have reduced the net upward shift in the Chilean log export
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schedule, and resulted in supply moving downward similar to

that given for New Zealand. Hence simulation results are

likely to over estimate the relative gain in market share of

New Zealand exports to Japan resulting from a downward shift

in the Japanese demand function.



5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The first objective of this study was to provide

quantitative informatiOn on the structure of Pacific Rim log

and lumber markets, by jentifying the appropriate variables

in supply and demand and estimating structural parameters

using a more comprehensive
specification of the system than

had been attempted previouSlY. While this provided some

useful information, the results posed further questions on

market processes and the exact nature of competition. For

example, it had been expected that during periods of strong

demand for Douglas-fir timber, consuanerS would substitute

with other North American species, in particular with the

lower priced Hemlock and Balsam Fir. However this was

generally not supported by the data, particularly in Japan,

where no price competition between North American species

was found. Econometric results were affected to some extent

by multic011iflearity problems, particularly where a

functional form to be estimated included more than two cross

price terms. This may have precluded quantifying the

competitive effect between closely related species, and also

may have biased some of the parameter estimates for the

cross product terms. For example, a reduced set of cross

product terms could have resulted in over estimating the

competitive effect from an individual species, as the

coefficients were likely to reflect the average price impact
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for all omitted products. However parameter estimates were

expected to be less biased for each species than those

derived from a more aggregated product specification.

The structure of the simulation model provided a

framework that was theoretically consistent, and could be

used to observe demand and supply responses under different

policy environments and alternate scenarios of economic

growth. The purpose of the model was to provide a tool that

could be used by market analysts, policy makers, and by

researchers to increase understanding of market processes.

Feedback from users will result in improved model

specification. Additionally, the model can be used to

provide insight into issues for which little data may exist.

For example, through sensitivity analysis, supply behavior

from the Soviet Far East could be better understood. The

model can also reveal apparent inconsistencies in

assumptiOnS about exogenous factors.

One of the advantages of reactive programming was the

relative ease with which alternate functional forms could be

accomodated, stthject to the constraint that the structural

specifications had to be transformed into price dependent

forms that were linear in parameters for all right hand side

endogeflOUs variables. Other algorithms and programs could

be incorporated with relative ease. For example, the

Gauss-Seidel procedure was used to reconcile prices in log
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and lumber markets, and to solve the shifts in lumber supply

curves that resulted from dynamic adjustments in capacity.

Generally 400 to 500 iterations were required for each

annual solution, accepting differences between market

equilibrium prices in supply and demand regions of up to two

dollars. In a few instances this criteria could not be met

after 1000 iterations, however inspection of results

indicated that prices converged to within 3 to 4 dollars,

and therefore results were not expected to have been

affected significantly.

Projections to 2010 using moderate growth assumptions in

end use demand factors indicated decreasing future prices

for Radiata pine, due to the large increases of mature

timber from mid 1990'S. To sustain current prices under

this scenario, markets outside the Pacific Rim need to

expand at faster rates than assumed for the baseline

simulation, or an increasing proportion of logs be used for

panel and fibre products. Producers could promote

acceptance of Radiata pine for new end uses in current

markets, for example as structural timber in Japan.

Additionally, a depreciation of the New Zealand currency

would help to increase demand for New Zealand timber.

However it was estimated that to fully maintain prices by

2010, a 40 percent devaluation of the exchange rate would be

required.
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Simulation results provided further evidence of the

difficulty of explaining behavioral patterns of small trade

flows using a spatial equilibriulLl framework. This may be of

little consequence if the purpose of the model were to

explain broad trade patterns and total production and

consumption levels for each region. However in some cases

the focus may be be on specific trade flows or on small

trading regions, where such problems may assume some

significance in evaluation of policy alternatives. New

Zealand log and lumber exports contribute only a small

proportion of the overall timber import volumes in Australia

and Japan. By separating log and lumber markets into

species groups, potential problems in simulating small trade

flows were reduced. In a species specific model, demand for

products from a relatively insignificant exporter, i.e. New

Zealand, may be represented more precisely.

The main reasons for ode1ing timber markets separately

for each species group was based on the observation that

only limited substitution 0ibilitieS exist in certain

markets between species, due to building code specifications

and grading rules. It was also expected that preference

patterns exist for certain species for a given end use.

Separating market behavior by species groupings

differentiates this research effort from other spatial

equilibrium models of forest products trade.
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Other difficulties experienced in simulation arose out

of structural
estimates that were outside the expected range

of values. In particular, excess demand and supply

estimates for the U.S. sector indicated large differences in

elasticities between
species groups, as well as excessively

slow adjustment rates to changing prices. These results are

likely to have been the result of data problems as well as

the possibility of functional specifications that did not

fully reflect underlying behavioral relations.

Specifically, there were some difficulties in obtaining

consistent time series of sufficient length for some of the

species groups, and some inconsistencies
existed in the

market levels at which import and domestic price data were

recorded.

In many models of interregional trade, little emphasis

has been placed on the structure of the distribution sector,

yet this plays an integral role in determining price

coiupetitivness
between regions. As data on actual

transportation costs were generally unavailable, they had to

be inferred from price differences between the supply and

producing regions. In most models, transportation costs

were generally assumed to be independent from market

activities. However cursory examination of the data

indicated some correlation between transportation,
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distribution costs, and market price, suggesting that there

may have been a variable margin associated with parts of the

distribution system. There is also evidence from the

literature for other commodities that importers and

exporters have absorbed price differentials that result from

exchange rate movements, giving rise to the possibility that

similar behavior may have occurred in the forest product

sector. This suggests that using fixed transportation costs

in solutions to market equilibria, may over estimate market

response to exchange rate movements and demand side effects,

particularly for the short run. There is a need for further

analysis of the distribution system, in order to improve its

specification in models of interregional trade.

There was little documentation about factors affecting

Japanese processing of imported tiinber, particularly with

regard to substitutiOfl possibilities between imported

species. There were indications that some mills had

specialized in processing logs from certain regions only,

while other mills may have accepted all types of imported

softwood. Some mills processed logs from both domestic and

imported sources, and a significant nuEber, generally with

low capital content, processed domestically sourced logs

only. This complexity was compounded by the shortage of

data, leading to difficulties in appropriately specifying

supply relationships for each species at the industry level.
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This model should be viewed as an initial attempt to

quantify the structure of log and lumber markets in the

Pacif c Rim in a simulation
context, in order to improve

derstandiflg and relative importance of the factors and

issues affecting Radiata pine producers in New Zealand. Its

performance and usefulness could be enhanced by improving

the quality of the data and re_estimation of functions using

more recent data. To some extent the forces shaping the

1980'S have been different from those of the previous 15 to

20 yearS, characterised by gains in production efficiency,

lower inflation rates, reduced energy costs and greater

o1atility in exchange rates. it may be reasonable to

expect that these factors could have had some influence on

some of the structural relationshiPS in both supply and

demand.

To increase the app1iCabiltY of the model to resource

issues in New Zealand, it is necessary to improve the

quality of the data and the
specification for New Zealand

log supply. 1.n improved
version of the inventory supply

model would include log supply from commercial inr1ingS,

and use actual harveSting and transportation costS to ports

and processing centres for each croptYPe. CurrentlY one of

the most important questions facing the New Zealand forest

jduStXY is the future impact pruned logs will have Ofl

prices and profitabilitY once significant quantities of

these become available. Growers expect that productS
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derived from these high quality logs will be able to to

exploit market niches in higher valued end uses. The

acceptability and demand for these future products are

uncertain, which introduces an element of subjectivity in

any attempts to include this in an analysis of future market

activity. One alternative would be to treat it as a

separate entity to the currently defined Radiata pine

species group, by including it with a species class that has

similar end uses.

Other areas also require further attention. In

particular it would be desirable to treat Australia as a

number of separate regions, as markets for New Zealand

Radiata pine are predominatelY in parts of South Australia,

Victoria and New South Wales. Additionally, attempts should

be made to differentiate domestic supply and demand for

Radiata pine and Australian hardwoods, and to derive

relationshiPs for supply of Australian and Chilean

processing.
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APPENDIX A.l Values and Percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Projection for New Zealand.

1983 - 2010.

- Percentage change over previous period

* - Actual values

Other Other Other Luin Other Log

Cons. Prodn. exports exports MC GNP

Year

180

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

2004
2005
2006
2007

2008
2009
2010

-0.3 *
0.0 *
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 *
10.2 *
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5379 *
-175.2 *

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

413.1 *
-79.0 *

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

-2100.2 *

-50.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

4.7 *
4.8 *

1.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

2.5

2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5

2.5

2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5
2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5



?IPPENDIX A.l Values arid percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline projection for New Zealand.

1983 - 2010. (continued)

Year

1983 1.1 *

1984 0.8 *

1985 -0.0

1986 1.0

1987 1.0

1988 1.0

1989 1.0

1990 1.0

1991 1.0

1992 1.0

1993 1.0

1994 1.0

1995 1.0

1996 1.0

1997 1.0

1998 1.0

1999 1.0

2000 1.0

2001 1.0

2002 1.0

2003 1.0

2004 1.0

2005 1.0

2006 1.0

2007 1.0

2008 1.0

2009 1.0

2010 1.0

Real Nominal Minimum harvest age by

POP exch. rate croptype

$US/$NZ $US/$NZ 1 2 3 4

0.67 *
0.60 *
0.61 *

0.75
0.82
0.84
0.85
0.85
0.84
0.82
0.81
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80

0.67 *
0.57 *
0.50 *

0.57 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28

0.60 28 28 28 28
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APPENDIX A.l Values and Percentage Change in Exogenous
Variables Used in Baseline Projection for New Zealand.

1983 - 2010. (Continued)

1983
1984
1985
1986 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 5 12 2 6

1987 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 3 6 1 2

1988 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1989 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1990 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1991 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1992 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1993 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1994 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1995 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1996 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1997 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1998 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

1999 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2000 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2001 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2002 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2003 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2004 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2005 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2006 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2007 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2008 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2009 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0

2010 0.658 0.658 0.658 0.658 0 0 0 0
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Sawlog proportion in total Planting rate (000 ha)

harvests
Year 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4



APPENDIX A2 Values and percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline projection for Australia.

1983 - 2010.

- Percentage change over previous period

* - Actual values

National Real

Housing disposable Time exchange inflation

starts income trend rates rate

Year (000) (+1-)

1983 108 * 8.5 * 1 -11.3 * 1.2

1984 116 2.5 1 1.2 * 6.6

1985 125 2.5 1 0.0 * 4.9

1986 133 2.5 1 -3.6 5.0

1987 142 2.5 1 1.7 5.0

1988 150 2.5 1 1.0 5.0

1989 150 2.5 1 0.0 4.0

1990 150 2.5 1 0.0 4.0

1991 150 2.5 0 -1.0 3.0

1992 134 2.5 0 -1.9 2.0

1993 134 2.5 0 0.0 2.0

1994 134 2.5 0 -1.0 1.0

1995 134 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

1996 134 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

1997 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

1998 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

1999 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2000 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2001 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2002 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2003 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2004 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2005 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2006 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2007 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2008 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2009 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0

2010 119 2.5 0 0.0 0.0
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APPENDIX A.3 Values and percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Projection for Japan.

1983 - 2010.

- Percentage change over previous year

* - actual values

184

Year

CONWAGE MWAGE
%

LABCO
Cony
rate JHS

000#
JFLA

1983 4.2 * 6.4 * 5.0 * 1.0 * 1137 * 4.1 *
*

1984 5.6 * 5.6 * 1.4 * -1.4 * 1187 * ..37

1985 1.4 1.4 * 1.4 * 0.0 1236 * 0.0 *

1986 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1347 * 0.0

1987 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 * 0.0

1988 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1989 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1990 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1991 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1992 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1993 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1994 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1995 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1996 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1997 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1998 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

1999 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2000 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2001 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2002 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2003 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2004 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2005 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2006 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2007 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2008 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2009 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0

2010 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 1500 0.0



APPENDIX A.3 Values and percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Projection for Japan.

1983 - 2010. (ContinUed)

185

Year

Real
Exchange

CNPM Rate

Inflation
in

Nominal JPPI

Y/$US

1983 7.0 * -0.7 * 238 * -2.7 *
*-0.8

1984 9.8 * 3.2 * 238 *
*-1.1

1985 1.8 * 0.3 * 237 *
0.0

1986 2.0 -18.2 200 *
0.0

1987 2.0 -12.3 170
0.0

1988 3.0 -17.4 135
0.0

1989 3.0 4.0 135

1990 3.0 4.0 135 0.0

0.0
1991 3.0 4.0 135

0.0
1992 3.0 4.0 135

0.0
1993 3.0 2.0 135

0.0
1994 3.0 2.0 135

0.0
1995 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
1996 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
1997 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
1998 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
1999 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2000 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2001 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2002 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2003 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2004 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2005 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2006 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2007 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2008 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2009 3.0 0.0 135

0.0
2010 3.0 0.0 135



APPENDIX A.4 Values and pcentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Proj ection for Canada.

1983 - 2010.

* - Actual values
- Percentage change over previous period

BRITISH COLUMBIA

186

Real Quantities

exchange markets

rate Dfir Hemlock

Year

to other

Cedar S-P-F

1983 2.3 * 53.5 * 110.6 * 777 * 18.9 *

3.0
1984 .3.3 * 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0
1985 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0
1986 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0
1987 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0
1988 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0
1989 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0
1990 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0
1991 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0
1992 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0
1993
1994
1995

0.0
0.0
0.0

3.0
3.0

3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0

1996
1997

0.0
0.0

3.0
3.0

3.0

3.0 3.0

3.0

3.0
3.0

1998 0.0 3.0 3.0
3.0 3.0

1999
2000

0.0
0.0

3.0
3.0

3.0

3.0 3.0 3.0
3.0

2001 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.0 3.0
2002

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0



APPENDIX A.4 Values and Percentage Change in Exogenous
Variables Used in Baseline Projection for Canada.

1983 - 2010. (Continued)

Coast
Time

Net trend Change in Species

manufacturing log supply Conversion Proportions

Costs costs factor

187

Year

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

1998
1999

2000

2001

2002
2003

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

2010

..47
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* 1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

* 0.60
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55

0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55

*

Dfir

0.01 *
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Hemlock

0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

*

Cedar

0.01 *
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00



APPENDIX A.4 Values and Percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Projection for Canada.

1983 - 2010. (Continued)

Interior
Time

Net trend

manufacturing log supply Conversion

Costs costs factor

188

Year

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

S-P-F

0.01.

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

* 1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* -1

-1

-1

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

* 0.513 *
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513
0.513



APPENDIX A.4 Values arid percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Projection for Canada.

1983 - 2010. (Continued)

EASTER-N CANADA

Change in Species Net Quantity

Proportions manufacturing to other

Costs markets

189

Year Dfir Hemlock Cedar S-P-F

1983 -0.005 * -0.002 * -0.006 * 0.012 * 3 7 *
0

71.1
1.0

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

-0.003
-0.003
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002

-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001

-0.001
-0.001

-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001

0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1991 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 0.004
0 1.0

1992 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 0.003
0 1.0

1993 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 0.003
0 1.0

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

2009
2010

-0.002
-0.002

-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001

-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000

-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000

0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0



APPENDIX A.5 Values and Percentage Change in Exogenous
Variables Used in Baseline Projection for the U.S.

1983 - 2010.

- Percentage change over previous period

* - Actual values

DEMAND SUPPLY
West
lumber supply

Time Other

End Price of trend Western change in lumber

use Subst. Cedar Manuf. W. Lumber exports

activity index lumber costs overrun

index imports factor

Year

190

1983
1984

1985

1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

2005
2006

2007
2008
2009
2010

2.4
1.5

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

* 5.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

* 33
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* 0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* 31.9 *
-16.0 *

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0



APPENDIX A.5 Values and Percentage Change in Exogenous
Variables Used in Baseline Projection for the U.S.
1983 - 2010. (Continued)

Time
trend Change in adjustment factors in Change in
S-P-F conversion rates conversion
log Lumber Logs

exports Dfir Hemlock Cedar S-P-F Dfir

Year

191

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

* -6.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* 95
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* -14.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* 73
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* -1.5 *

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0



APPENDIX A.5 Values and Percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Projection for the U.S.

1983 - 2010. (Continued)

adjustment factors in Log exports to countries

rates other than Japan

192

Hemlock
Year

1983 94

Cedar
%

* 94

S-P-F

* 94

Dfir

* 16.8

Hemlock Cedar

* 26.2 * 0.0 *

1984 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1985 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1986 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1987 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1988 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1989 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1990 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1991 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1992 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1993 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1994 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1995 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1996 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1997 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1998 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

1999 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

2002 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

2003 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

2004 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

2005 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

2006 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

2007 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

2008 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

2009 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

2010 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



APPENDIX A.5 Values and percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Projection for the U.S.

1983 - 2010. (Continued)

Other U.S. regions

Supply Exports
Southern Intermt. from from
Manuf. Manuf. NE and non-west

S-P-F costs costs iniports region

193

Year

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

-76.7
917.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

*

%

11.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* -0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* 31.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

* 5.1 *

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0



APPENDIX A.6. Values and percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Projection for Chile.

1983 - 2010.

- Percentage change over previous year

* - Actual values

Year

194

1983 -0.7 * -18.6 * 36011.3 * 4.2 * 14.5 *

1984 6.3 * 79 * 142.9 * -18.7 * 60.2 *

1985 2.4 * 0.0 * 15.0 * 10.7 * 19.1 *

1986 1.0 0.0 15.0 3.9 0.0

1987 1.0 0.0 15.0 3.9 0.0

1988 1.0 0.0 15.0 3.9 0.0

1989 1.0 0.0 15.0 3.9 0.0

1990 1.0 0.0 15.0 4.0 0.0

1991 1.0 0.0 15.0 4.0 0.0

1992 1.0 0.0 15.0 4.0 0.0

1993 1.0 0.0 15.0 4.0 0.0

1994 1.0 0.0 15.0 4.0 0.0

1995 1.0 0.0 15.0 7.5 0.0

1996 1.0 0.0 15.0 7.6 0.0

1997 1.0 0.0 15.0 7.7 0.0

1998 1.0 0.0 15.0 7.9 0.0

1999 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.0 0.0

2000 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.1 0.0

2001 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.2 0.0

2002 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.3 0.0

2003 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.4 0.0

2004 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.5 0.0

2005 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.6 0.0

2006 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.7 0.0

2007 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.8 0.0

2008 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.8 0.0
0.0

2009 1.0 0.0 15.0 8.9

2010 1.0 0.0 15.0 9.0 0.0

exports
of logs

exports & lumber Domestic

Gross Real of lumber to countries consumption

Domestic exchange to other than of other

Product rates Japan Japan species



APPENDIX A.6. Values and Percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline Projection for Chile.

1983 - 2010. (Continued)

Conversion Sawlog proportion

factor in harvests by croptype
1 2 3 4 5 6

Year

195

1983
1984
1985

0.0
0.0
-0.0

*

*

*

1986 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1987 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1988 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1989 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1990 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1991 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1992 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1993 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1994 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1995 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1996 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1997 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1998 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

1999 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2000 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2001 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2002 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2003 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2004 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2005 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2006 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2007 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2008 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2009 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62

2010 0.0 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62



APPENDIX A.6. Values and percentage Change in Exogenous

Variables Used in Baseline projection for Chile.

1983 - 2010. (Continued)

AfforestatiOn area (ha)

by croptype
1 2 3 4 5 6

Year

196

1983
1984
1985

1986 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1987 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1988 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1989 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1990 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1991 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1992 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1993 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1994 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1995 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1996 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1997 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1998 O.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

1999 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2000 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2001 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2002 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2003 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2004 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2005 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2006 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2007 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2008 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2009 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08

2010 0.63 4.11 19.57 33.51 17.09 5.08



Appendix B Data Sources

ew Zealand

- Census of nufactUring. N.Z. Dept. of Statistics.

- Monthly Abstract of StatisticS. N.Z. Dept. of

Statistics.
- N.Z. Yearbook. Dept. of Statistics.

- Statistics of the Forest and Forest Industries in New

Zealand to 1986. N.Z. Forest Service.

Australia

- Imports by CountrY and CoinodjtY. Australian Bureau of

Statistics.
- yearbook Australia. Australian Bureau of Statistics.

- Forest products Trade. Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

- Monthly Statistical Abstracts.
Australian Bureau of

Statistics.

Japan

- Imports by CountrY and commoditY. Japan Tariff

Association
- Japan Lumber Journal
- Japan Statistical yearbook.

Statistics Bureau. Prime

Ministers Office.

- Monthly Statistics of Japan. Statistics Bureau. Prime

Ministers Office.
- International Trade in Wood products. Nippon MokUZai

Bichiku Xiko. Wood products stockpile Corp., Japan.

- MjfljsttY of Agriculture, ForestrY and Fisheries.

Canada

- Sawmills and Planing Mills and Shingle Mills. Statistics

canada. 35 - 704. - Exports by CountrY and

commodity. Statistics Canada.

united States

- Exports. commodities by CountrY and destiflati0fl Dept.

of Commerce, Bureau of Census, FT - 410.

- produCtiOfl, Prices, Employment and Trade in Northwest

Forest Industries.
USDA, Forest Service, Pac.

Northwest Res. Station. (Quarterly)

- ProdUCti01, COfl5U1flPtj0, and Prices of SOftWOOd products

in North America. Regional Time series data, 1950 to

1985. USDA, Forest Service, Pac. North. Res.

Station. Resource
Bulletin PNW - RB - 151.
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Appendix B Data Sources (Continued)

Chile

- Estadisticas Forestales. INFOR.
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